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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1 . 0 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The s p e c i a l func t ions of mathernatical p h y s i c s , such as the 
c l a s s i c a l o r thogona l polynomials ( t h e Laguer re , Hermite and Jacobi 
p o l y n o m i a l s ) , the s p h e r i c a l , c y l i n d r i c a l and hypergoomotr ic func-
t i o n s , a r i s e in the s o l u t i o n of many t h e o r e t i c a l and appl ied 
problems of p h y s i c s , eng inee r ing , s t a t i s t i c s , b i o l o g y , soc io looy , 
economics and o t h e r most d ive r se a r e a s of n a t u r a l and s o c i a l 
s c i e n c e . A vas t mathematical l i t e r a t u r e has been devoted to the 
theory of these func t ions as c o n s t r u c t e d in the works of Euler , 
Gauss, Legendre, Hermi te , Riemann, Chebyshov, Hardy, L i t t l ewood , 
IVa t s o n , Ramanujan and o ther c l a s s i c a l au thors ( s e e , for example 
[ 2 8 ] , [ 2 9 ] , [ 5 7 ] , [ 7 1 ] , [ 7 8 ] , [ 7 9 ] , [ 8 1 ] , [88] and the l i t e r a t u r e 
c i t e d t h e r e i n ) . Br ie f h i s t o r i c a l synopses can be found in [ H - l ] , 
C H - 3 ] , [H-4] , [H-11 ] , [ H - l ? ] , [ H - 1 3 ] , [ H - 1 8 ] , [ H - 1 9 ] . 
The hypergeometr ic funct ion of Gauss occupies a c e n t r a l 
p l a c e among the s p e c i a l f u n c t i o n s . This funct ion v;ns in t roducpd in 
1769 by Eule r , who e s t a b l i s h e d an i n t e g r a l r e p r c s o n t a t i o r for i t , 
a s e r i e s expans ion , a d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion and s e v e r a l o ther 
p r o p e r t i e s i n c l u d i n g reduct ion and t r ans fo rma t ion fo r r i n l - e . In 
a d d i t i o n to the v a r i o u s t h e o r e t i c a l r e l a t i o n s (See , in p<..7-ticular 
[ 3 0 ] , [ 4 2 ] , [ 5 7 ] , [ 7 1 ] , [ 8 8 ] ) , d e t a i l e d t a b l e s [ ? ^ ] , Ijr_ have been 
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compiled for them, effective computing algorithms have been evolved 
(for example, [H-14]) and a close connection has been established 
with other disciplines. Now a simple approach has been found to 
the construction of a theory of this class of special functions 
and their connection with group representations has been studied 
[32], [34], [40j, [44], [46], [47], [48], [56], [58], [59], [60], 
[61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [80], [84], [85], [86], [8Q], [92]. 
One of the numerous consequences of group theoretic approach 
to special functions is that for obtaining generating functions and 
other properties of special functions^the theory of contraction and 
representation of Lie groups may be used. Several papers recently 
appeared in which V/eisner method for obtaining generatinc functions 
[573 is used. For further examples one may refer to the vorks of 
[59], [57], [6], [7], [8], [9], [lO], [ll], [12], [14], [15], [I6], 
[17], [18], [21], [22], [23], [24], [3l], [32], [46], [47], [48], 
[50], [51], [56], [73], [87]. 
Various generalizations of the special functions of mathe-
matical physics are also known (See, for example, [H-2], [H-13], 
[H-15]), including a number of generalizations to the case of 
several variables (recent developments in this direction can be 
found in [H-5], [H-6], [H-7], [H-8], [H-9], [H-10], [H-16], [H-17]). 
This further advance in the theory of special functions serves as an 
analytical foundation for the majority of problems in mathematical 
physics that have been solved exactly and finds broad practical 
applications. 
• 3 • 
The contents of this Chapter are as follows: In Section 1.1, 
the topological and global Lie groups are introduced. The line of 
approach of works [5], [13], [l9], [20], [33], [37], [38], [39], 
[40], [53] is extended to the case of local Lie groups and Lie 
algebras in Section 1.2. Local transformation groups are defined 
in Section 1,3, We then use these results and definitions together 
with other useful results of Section 1.4 to obtain the representation 
theory of Lie groups in Section 1.5. In Section 1.6 and 1.7, we have 
made an attempt to define hypergeometric functions and to obtain a 
few connections between hypergeometric functions and other special 
functions. Only those special functions which are used or cited in 
the present dissertation are studied in this Chapter. Generating 
functions are defined in Section 1.8. Finally in Section 1.9 some 
preliminary observations are given which will serve as useful tools 
while obtaining generating functions in Chapter 3. 
: 4 : 
PART-I 
LIE THEORY 
Marius Sophus Lie (1842-1899), a Norwegian mathematician, 
is famous as the founder of Lie groups. Originally, the simplest 
(finite) groups were introduced by Galois (1832), in his treatment 
of the symmetry of an algebraic equation under permutations of its 
roots. Sophus Lie aimed at constructing an analogous theory for 
differential equations with continuous transformation groups; the 
result was a special theory of a class of continuous groups now 
known as Lie groups. The investigations of S-Lie, aimed at the 
use of groups in differential equations by studying the structure 
of the invariant group of a suitable differential operator. It 
was due to him that the theory of continuous groups, known as Lie 
groups, was created. The work of Lie showed also that the group 
theory is a basis of classification in geometry, mechanics and in 
ordinary and partial differential equations. Geometric transfor-
mation groups were alloted a prominent role in the famous Erlanger 
program of F. Klein in which he defined geometry as a theory of the 
invariants of a certain fixed transformation group. In this way, 
to a classification of groups corresponds a classification of 
geometry. 
Lie's investigations were continued by E. Cartan, who 
• 5 • 
obtained fundamental theorems concerning the structure of semi-
simple Lie groups and their homogeneous spaces. 
The next stage of the application of group (representation) 
theory began with the rise of quantum mechanics. The precursars 
in this field were H. Weyl and E.P. Wigner. It is through their 
research that in 1920's the direction and rate of development of 
representation theory was determined by physics. Physicists 
aroused interest in the representations of non-compact groups, and 
their results concerning " physical'* transformation groups (E.P. 
Wigner, 1939, V. Bargmann, 1947) suggested ideas of general solution, 
which were developed in papers by J.M. Gelfand, 3. Mackey, Harish 
Chandra and others. 
As soon as the group concepts and methods had penetrated 
into physics, it became natural and desirable to present in the 
same way special functions employed in the description of physical 
models. 
It was E.P. Wigner who used representation theory as a 
uniform method of studying special functions. However, his 
lectures delivered at Princeton in 1955 were not published. The 
first monographic presentation of the theory of special functions 
by the method of representation theory was given by N.J. Vilenkin 
(1965), who made use of the outstanding achievements of the Gelfand 
school, including his own in the field of special functions. In 
1968, J.D. Talman published a book based on Wigner's lectures. 
In the same year there appeared a monograph by W, Miller, who 
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treated by uniform methods a particularly wide class of special 
functions. 
The theory of semi-simple Lie groups, the triumphant 
accomplishment of Lie and Killing, of E. Cartan and Weyl,is surely 
among the most beautiful of mathematical theories. It is theory 
of the most perfect abstract type : setting forth from a broad 
general definition, the analysis succeeds in enumerating all its 
instances. The objects of the Lie theory therefore constitute the 
sole possible groups of symmetry of many other algebraic, analytic, 
geometric and physical theories, so that the Lie theory is not 
merely elegant but consequential also. 
The theory of Lie groups rests on three pillars: analysis, 
topology and algebra, and applications of Lie groups pervade all 
branches of mathematics and physics, for instance: 
a) Classical harmonic analysis, 
b) The special functions of classical physics, 
c) Quantum mechanics, 
d) General relativity, 
e) Differential geometry, 
f) Algebraic topology, 
g) Control theory and 
h) Bifurcation theory • 
• 7 • 
1.1 Topological and Global Lie Groups 
Definition (Topological Group)« [201 
A topological group is a set G with the following 
properties: 
i) G is a group, i.e. there is a multiplication defined on G 
which satisfies the group axioms, 
ii) G is a Hausdorff space, 
iii) The mapping (x,y; > xy~ of GxG into G is continuous. 
Thus the set G has two structures defined on it, one 
algebraic and one topological. Algebraically, it is a group and 
topologically, it is a manifold and they are connected by condition 
iii) . We express condition iii) by saying that the topology on 
G is compatible with the group structure. 
Definition (Global Lie Group), [781 
A global Lie group is a set G such that each of the 
following conditions holds true: 
i) G is a group, 
ii) G is an analytic manifold, 
iii) The mapping (x,y) > xy of the product manifold Gx3 
into G is analytic. 
It follows from the above definition that a global Lie 
group is essentially a group whose elements can be parametrized 
analytically. 
; 8 : 
Remarks 
i) Since a manifold is always a Hausdorff space and an analytic 
mapping is necessarily continuous, therefore a Lie group 
is, in particular, a topological group relative to the 
topology induced by its analytic structure. 
ii) A natural question arises when is a topological group 
actually a Lie group. This problem (Hilbert's fifth problem) 
has been solved by GLEASON [35] who has proved that a topolo-
gical group G which is locally compact, locally connected, 
metrisable and of finite demension, is a Lie group. This 
is also discussed by MONTGOMERY and ZIPPIN ([66J, p.184) and 
among the many results is the following: 
A connected locally Euclidean topological group is 
isomorphic to a Lie group. 
iii) If R denote the manifold of the real numbers with the 
usual coordinate i^ : R > R : t > t and define 
1/3 
3 3 |i : R xR > R : ( x, y) > ( x +y ) 
then (R,H) is a topological group but not a Lie group, 
since n is not analytic at (0,0) relative to the above 
coordinate. However, it becomes a Lie group relative to the 
3 
analytic structure on R given by n ; R — y R : t > t . 
: 9 
Examples of Global Lie Groups 
Example (1«1«1) Any abstract (discrete topological) group is 
a Lie group as a zero-dimensional smooth manifold. 
Example (l.l»2) Any finite-dimensional vector space is a Lie 
group under addition. 
Example (l«l«3) A unit circle S : |z| = 1 whose points are 
i© 
complex numbers z = e is a Lie group under multiplication. 
A Lie group under multiplication is similarly a unit sphere 
S in the space of quaternions whose points are qua ternions ^ 
for which j"?^  | = 1 . 
We can show that if a sphere s" is a Lie group, then it 
1 3 is necessary that n = 1 or n = 3, so that S and S are 
the only spheres admitting the structure of a Lie group. 
Example (l«l«4) Suppose as ever that 0(n) is the group of all 
orthogonal nxn matrices. In the group 0(n) the smoothness is 
naturally defined with respect to which 0(n) is a Lie group. 
3 3 ^ /^ Example (1.1«5) The composition function 4)(x,y) = (x +y ) 
defines the set R of real numbers (with the usual topology) as 
a topological group, but not as a Lie group, because (|) is not 
analytic. 
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1.2 Local Lie Groups* Lie Algebras and One-Parameter Subgroups 
We shall mainly be concerned with groups which are defined 
and analytic only in some neighbourhood of the group identity 
element, that is, with local Lie groups. 
The properties of a Lie group that pertain to elements in 
the neighbourhood of the identity can be investigated and character-
ized by considering another mathematical structure associated with 
the group, the Lie algebra of the group. The term Lie algebra was 
introduced by H, »Veyl to replace the earlier somewhat misleading, 
infinitesimal group, used by Lie. 
Further, the investigation of the structure of a Lie group 
G is facilitated by the construction of the one-parameter subgroups 
of G. 
Let ^ be the space of complex n-tuples g = (g. ,g_, . .. . ,g^) 
where g» (S p for i = 1,2, ,n, and define the origin e 
of / "^  by e = (0,0, ,0) . Suppose V is an open set in /"" 
containing e. 
Definition (Local Lie Group). [591 
A complex n-dimensional local Lie group G in the neighbour-
hood M CZ. (f:.^ is determined by a function 0 ;^'^x^" "^ <P^ 
such that 
i) 0(g,h)(^j^" for all g,h£:V. 
ii) 0(g,h) is analytic in each of its 2n arguments. 
: 11 : 
iii) If 0(g,h) e V, 0(h,k) <S V, then 
0(0(g,h),k) = 0(g, 0(h,k)). 
Iv) 0(e,g) = g, 0(g,e) = g for all geV. 
NOTE 
1. A local Lie group is not necessarily a group in the usual 
sense. However, the group axioms are satisfied for elements in a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of e. 
2. In particular, a neighbourhood o£ the identity element of a 
global Lie group is a local Lie group. 
Definition (Tangent Vector)^[591 
Let G be a local Lie group and t >g(t) = (gJ[t) t • • .g (t)), 
16. (L , be an analytic mapping of a neighbourhood of 0 ^ f- into 
V such that g(0) = e. We can consider such a mapping to be a 
complex analytic curve in G passing through e. The tangent 
vector to g( t) at e is the vector 
(1.2.1) a =-4- g(t)/t = 0 dt 
Every vector a ^ ^ " is the tangent vector at e for s 
n 
ome 
12 
analytic curve. In particulars, the curve 
(1.2.2) at = ia^ty a^t, , a^ t) 
has the tangent vector 
a = {a^, a^y ,a^) 
at e. 
D e f i n i t i o n (commutator), [591 
Let g( t) , h(t) be ana ly t i c curves in G with g(0) = h(0)=e 
and tangent vec tors a,$ at e , r e s p e c t i v e l y . We def ine the 
commutator or Lie product [ a ,p ] of a and p to bo the tangent 
vector at e of the ana ly t i c curve 
( 1 . 2 . 3 ) K(t) = g(7) h ( J ) g ' ^ ( 7 ) h - ^ ( a ) , t = ' j 2 . 
That i s , 
(1.2.4) [a.p] = ~ K ( t ) / ] 0 
= - ^ ( g C J ) h ( a ) g ~ ^ ( ' J ) h " ^ ( ' J ) ) / j = 0 . 
d(a") 
NOTE 
1 . If g( t ) , h( t ) are a n a l y t i c curves in G with g(0)=hiO)=e 
and t angen t v e c t o r s a,p a t e , r e s p e c t i v e l y , then the a n a l y t i c 
: 13 : 
curve g ( t ) h ( t ) has tangent v e c t o r a+p a t e . Here , the p lus 
s i gn (+) r e f e r s t o t h e usual v e c t o r a d d i t i o n in (p , and the 
a n a l y t i c curve g~ ( t ) has the t a n g e n t vec to r - a ^ t e . 
2 , The commutator [ « , p ] has the p r o p e r t i e s : 
i ) [ a , P ] = - [ ^ , 0 : ] , 
ii) Laa+bp,Y] = a[a,Y] + b[(3,Y] 
iii) [ra,p],Y] + [[p,Y],a] + [[Y,a],p] = 0 
where a,b<^^ and of,3,Y .^^". 
Definition (Abstract Lie Algebra). [591 
A complex abstract Lie algebra ^ is a complex vector space 
together with a multiplication [a,p] ^ j defined for ^W a,f:<£_-J 
such that the above conditions i), ii) and iii) aro satisfied. 
Further, the Lie algebra L(G) of the local Lie aroup 3 
is the set of all tangent vectors at e equipped "/ith the 
operations of vector addition and Lie-product. 
Definition (Analytic Homomorphism), [59] 
An analytic homomorphism of a local Lie aroup G into a 
local group G' is a map \i. : G > G', where l-i(g) is defined 
for g in a suitably small neighbourhood W of e, such that 
(1.2.5) li(gh) = u(g)n(h), g,h,gh ^  W, 
: 14 : 
and \i is an analytic function of the coordinates of G. 
It follows from (i.2.5) that \i{e) = e , where e is 
the identity element of G , and ^(g~ ) = ti(g)" for g in a 
suitably small neighbourhood of e in G. 
A homomorphism which maps G one-to-one onto a neighbourood 
of e in G is called an isomorphism and an isomorphism of G 
onto G is called an automorphism. Note that an element h of G 
defines an automorphism 
(1.2.6) ^^(g) = hgh"^, g^ G, 
Automorphisms of the form (1.2,6) are called inner automorphisms 
Definition (Lie Algebra Homomorphism)^[59] 
Let "^ » V be complex abstract Lie algebras with 
; ; 
operations +, [.,.J and + , [.,.], respectively. A Lie algebra 
homomorph ism from ^ to "^ i s a map T] :J > y such t h a t 
i ; Ti(aa+bp) = aTi(a) + ^ b ii(p) , a j b - S ^ , 
i i ) n ( [ a , p ] ) = [riioC) , rii^)] a , p ^ : ^ , 
A Lie a lgebra homomorphism which i s a one - to -one map of y onto y 
i s c a l l e d an isomorphism and an isomorphism of y" onto ly i s 
c a l l e d an automorphism. 
: 15 : 
D e f i n i t i o n (one-Parameter Subgroup) . [ 8 0 ] , [ 3 9 ] 
A one-parameter subgroup of a Lie group G i s a " c u r v e " 
g ( t ) in the group with the p r o p e r t y t h a t 
( 1 . 2 . 7 ) g ( t ^+ t2 ) = g ( t ^ ) g ( t 2 ) . 
Or, more simply we can say that a one-parameter subgroup of a Lie 
group G is a mapping t > g(t) of the real numbers in G 
that is a homomorphism between the additive group of the real 
numbers and G; i.e., it satisfies (1.2.7). 
Clearly, the variable t is a real number that serves 
to label the group elements in the subgroup; it is the "one-
parameter". 
A rather trivial one-parameter subgroup is defined by 
g( t) = e. If g( t) is a one-parameter subgroup, g(at) is also 
one consisting of the same group elements but differing in the 
scale of the parameter. 
It is evident from (1.2.7) that g(0) = e and that 
(g(t))'^ = g(-t). 
Note 
( i ) I t should be noted t h a t one-parameter subgroup i s thus not 
a subse t but a mapping. 
( i i ) Le t G be a l o c a l Lie group and l e t g , h 6 V . Then an 
a n a l y t i c func t ion ({).(g,h) of g and h can be expanded 
16 : 
in a Taylor series in the components of g about g = e 
Thus, 
(1.2.8) <l)i(g.h) = h^ + S g^  Fij(h) n 
where 
d(J). / 
^ij^^^ = ^ (g.h)/g=e 
Let g( t) = (gj^(t) , g 2 ( t ) , , g^ ( t ) ) be the in t eg ra l curve 
of the system of d i f f e r en t i a l equations 
( 1 - 2 . 9 ) ^ = 1 ^ a^ F . j ( g ) , i = 1.2, n, 
with the initial condition g(0) = e. The function g(t) is 
uniquely determined by a<£.L(G) and is defined for suitably 
small values of | t| . W© write g( t) = exp at. 
(iii) An r-parameter local Lie group consists of connected open 
subsets V <^V<^R containing the origin 0, and smooth maps 
m : VxV > R^, 
defining the group operation, and 
i : v^ > V, 
defining the group invers ion, with the following p roper t i e s . 
: 17 : 
(a) A s s o c i a t i v i t y If x , y , z < ^ V and a l s o m(x,y) and 
m(y,2) are in V, then 
m(x,m(y,z)) = m ( m ( x , y ) , z ) . 
(b) Identity Element For all x in V, 
in(0,x) = X = m( x,0) . 
(c) Inverses For each x in V , 
m ( x , i ( x ) ) = 0 = m ( i ( x ) , x ) 
Remark 
If we use x,y for m(x,y), and x" for i(x), then the 
above axioms translate into the usual group axioms, except that 
they are not defined anywhere. Thus x.y makes sense only for 
X and y sufficiently in the neighbourhood of the origin 0. 
In terms of this notation, associative law is x.(y.z) = (x.y).2 
where both sides of the equation are defined and the property (b) 
defines 0 as the group identity element. Furthermore, x"" is 
again defined for x sufficiently in a small neighbourhood of 0 
and x.x = 0 = x~ .x for such x's. 
: 18 
Examples of Lie Groups 
Example (1*2,1) The nxn complex general linear group GL(n,ji) 
is a set of all nxn nonsingular matrices having their entries in 
P . The group operation being matrix multiplication. We can 
write the element X '^GL(n,/-') as 
(1.2.10) X = 
1+x 
'21 
11 12 
1 + x 
'nl 
x. 
In 
22 '^ 2n 
! 
n2 ^^^nn 
= E^+(^ij),l<i,J<n, 
where E^ is the corresponding unit matrix. Identifying E with 
n 2 n 
the origin e of ^  , we parametrize X in the form 
(1.2.11) X=<^j> = (X^j^, X^y 
nn 
)^fL n 
The fact that X is nonsingular necessitates that > be in 
a suitably small neighbourhood, say U, of e. Let X ^  <^ij>, 
Y=<^ij> and Z.^<%j>. We can find a neighbourhood V of e, 
V ^ U , such that, for <Xij>, <yij>^V, the parameters "^ij are 
analytic functions of ^ij and ^ j . With respect to the neigh-
bourhood V, the associative property of the local Lie group can 
easily be verified. 
Thy^ GL(n,^) is an n -dimensional complex local Lie group. 
GL(n,^ ) is also a global Lie group (See [68j). 
: 19 : 
In p a r t i c u l a r , the 2x2 complex genera l l i n e a r group GL(2,/- ) 
(sometimes denoted by G ( l , 0 ) ) i s s e t of a l l 2x2 nons ingu la r 
m a t r i c e s . 
(1 .2 .12J g = ( ) , a , b , c , d ^ f , and ad-bc ^ 0 , 
c d 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. Clearly, the 
identity element of GL(2,j^) is the matrix 
1 0 
e = ( ) . 
0 1 
In a neighbourhood of e i n G L ( 2 , ^ ) we can in t roduce c o o r d i n a t e s 
for the group element g by s e t t i n g 
( 1 . 2 . 1 3 ) g = (g3_,g2>g3»g4) = ( a - l » b , c , d - 1 ) . 
With t h i s c o o r d i n a t e system i t i s easy to v e r i f y t h a t G L ( 2 , ^ ) a 
four -d imens iona l complex l o c a l Lie group. These c o o r d i n a t e s are 
v a l i d only for g in s u i t a b l y small neighbourhood of e ; they 
can not be extended over a l l of ft^. GL(2, /^) i s a l so a g loba l 
Lie group (See [ 6 8 ] ) . 
: 20 : 
Example (1.2.2) The special linear group SL(n,^) defined by 
(1.2.14) SL{n,^) = lx^GL{n,<^) : det X = l | 
2 
i s an (n - l ) -dimensional complex local Lie group. 
Clear ly , SL(n,/^) a subgroup of c f L ( n , ^ ) . 
In p a r t i c u l a r , the 2x2 complex special l i n e a r group SL(2,!^) 
i s the abs t r ac t matrix group of a l l 2x2 nonsingular matrices 
a b 
(1.2.15) g = ( ) , a , b , c , d ^ / ^ , 
c d 
such that det g = 1. Clearly, SL(2,^) is a subgroup of 
GL(2,p), We can introduce coordinates for a group element g 
in a neighbourhood of the identity e of SL(2,^) by setting 
(1.2.16) g s ( g i » g 2 ' ^ 3 ^ ^ ^^~^' b,<:). 
Here^ d = "^ —r—^ • In terms of these coordinates SL(2,^-) is a 
three-dimensional local Lie group. I t is also a global Lie group. 
Example (1 .2 .3) The abs t r ac t group G(0,1) cons i s t s of a l l 
4x4 matrices of the form 
: 21 : 
(1.2.17) g = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
ce-^ 
0 
0 
a 
b 
1 
0 
n 
0 
0 
1 
L 
a,b,c,T^ ^
. 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. It is easy 
to verify that G(0,1) is in fact a group. Indeed, 
(1.2.18) 
and 
(1.2.19) 
- 1 
g i g 1^2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
- c 
e - ^ 
0 
0 
-a+bc 
-e"'^b 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
<^ G(0,1) 
(c^+e -TjL iii-n2^ C2)e 
0 
aj^+a2+c^b2e Ofy 
b^+e ^ b^ 
0 
0 
c 
G ( 0 , 1 ) , 
where g, and g2 are matrices of the form (1.2.17). V.'e can 
introduce coordinates for the element g in G(0,1) by setting 
(1.2.20) g = (a,b,c,o) . 
: 22 : 
Thus, G(0,1) is a complex four-dimensional Lie group. In this 
case the above coordinates are valid over the entire group and 
not just in a neighbourhood of the identity. The group G(0,1) 
is said to be simply connected (See [68J, Chap. 8) 
Example (1.2.4) The matrix group T^ is the set of all 4x4 
matrices 
(1.2.21) g = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e-^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e'^  
0 
1 
c 
b 
1 
b,c,'3 ^/^. 
The inverse of g <^ T- is given by 
(1.2.22) -1 
'^^  
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e'^  
0 
0 
0 
0 
e-^ 
0 
'~ 
-u 
-e'-'c 
-e-'^b 
1 J 
and the product g^g2 by 
(1.2.23) g^g2 
"'^ 1~^ 2 
0 
0 c,+e 
.'^ 1-^ 2 . , ^ 1 b.+e 
0 
: 23 : 
where g, and 92 are matrices of the form (1.2.21). We can 
establish a coordinate system for T~ by assigning to <5^T^ 
the coordinates 
(1.2.24) g = (b.c.-a). 
T^ is clearly a three-dimensional complex local Lie group. 
Moreover, the above coordinates can be extended over all of ^^ . 
Thus, T^ has the topology of / and is simply connected 
(See [68]^Chap. 8). 
Example (1.2«5) The rotation group 0^ in three-dimensional 
space is the group of real 3x3 matrices A such that AA = 1 
and det A = +1 (See [37]). Here A is the transpose of A 
and I is the 3x3 identity matrix. 0^ is a real three-parameter 
Lie group. 
Note 
1 . The rea l Lie algbera l^iO^ has a basis J i» J2 ' ^3 '^^^^ 
commutation r e l a t i o n s 
(1.2.25) [ j i , J 2 ] = J3 , [ J 3 0 \ ] = J2» ^h'^3^ = h ' 
2 . In the study of the quantum theory of angular momentum the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l operators 
: 24 : 
(1.2.26) Ji = ^3 4 ; -^ 2 -^ » 2^ = ^1 4 ; - ^3 ^ ' 3^ = 
^^2 dx^ ^1 ^ 2 
occur, where x,, x,yt x_ are real Cartesian coordinates 
(See [52], Chapter 4). These operators satisfy the commutation 
relations!1.2.25) and thus generate a Lie algebra isomorphic to 
L(03). 
Classical Groups Let K be one of the following fields: 
either the field R of real numbers, or the field ^ of complex 
numbers. 
(i) GL( n,K) is the group of invertible nxn matrices v;ith 
terms in K. 
(ii) SL(n,K) = ( A ^ GL(n,K) : det A = 1 J • 
(iii) GL^(n,R) = I A ^ GL(n,R) : det A > 0 j- . 
( i v ) Z \ ( n . K ) = jA<^GL(n,Kj : A-diagonal mat r ix f . 
^v) T(n,K) = jA<^GL(n ,K} : A-upper t r i a n g u l a r m a t r i x j . 
(where m a t r i x A = [a^] i s upper t r i a n g u l a r i f a^ = 0 
for j > i . ^ 
( v i ) 0( n . ^ ) i s the subgroup of GL(n,(^) c o n s i s t i n g of 
orthogonal m a t r i c e s . 
( v i i ) 0(n ,R) i s the subgroup of GL(n,R) c o n s i s t i n g of 
o r thogona l m a t r i c e s . 
25 : 
(viii) SO(n«R) = SL(n,R) f) 0(n,R), the rotation group. 
(ix) SO(n/) = 3L(n,^)^ 0(n,/). 
(x) 5p( n, ^) is the subgroup of SL(2n,^) that leaves 
invariant a given nondegenerate skew-symmetric form. 
(xi) U(n) is the unitary subgroup of GL(n,^). 
(xii) SU(n) = u(n)/7sL(n,/i) . 
Examples of Lie Algebras 
Example ( l > 2 . 6 ) The Lie a l g e b r a L [ G L ( n , ^ ) ] = g i ( n , ^ ) i s the 
space of a l l complex nxn m a t r i c e s with the Lie produc t def ined by 
(1 .2 .27 ) [ a , p ] = ap - poc. 
In particular, gl(2,^) is a Lie algebra of dimension four. 
The elements 
. 0 - 1 0 0 o 2 ^ 1 0 
(1.2.28) J = (Q 0 )' j' = ^ -1 0^' J = ^ l),^=( ) 
0 -^ 0 i 
obeying the commutation relations 
: 26 : 
[j^j-^] = j ^ [ j^r ] =- r , [3\n =2^ 3 
(1.2.29) 
where 9 is the 2x2 matrix all of whose components are zero, 
form a basis for g-r(2il) in the sense that every a<£g£(2^ ) 
can be written uniquely in the form 
a = a.,_j'*' + a^j" + a3J + a^£ t a^^ ,82, a^ , a^  ^  ^  . 
Example (1«2.7) The Lie algebra L[SL(n,^)] = S^(n,/) is the 
space of complex nxn matrices of trace zero with the Lie product 
[a,p] defined by (1.2.27). 
In particular, ) is a Lie algebra of dimension 
three. The elements 
0 - 1 0 0 1 / 2 0 
(1.2.30) j " " = ( ) , j " = ( ) , j ^ = ( , ; 
0 0 - 1 0 0 -1/2 
obeying the commutation relations 
(1.2.31) [j^ j-*-] = j-", [ j^ r ] =-r , [3^,n = 2j\ 
form a basis for s£{2,f^) . 
: 27 : 
Example (1«2.8) The Lie a l g e b r a L [ G ( 0 , 1 ) ] can be i d e n t i f i e d 
with the space of 4x4 m a t r i c e s of the form 
r n 
( 1 . 2 . 3 2 ) a = 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
» ^ 1 » ^ O » ^ O » X / ^ ^ , 
J 
with Lie p roduc t [ct,3] = ap -pa , a,(3 <^ L [ G ( 0 , 1 ) ] 
The m a t r i c e s 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(1 .2 .33 ) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
n 
£ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
liih commutation r e l a t i o n s 
,3 , + • :+ r .3 . -
(1.2.34) 
[j .j ] = j . [j ,j"] = - j " , [j ff] = '£ , 
[^,j ] = [£.r] = i^.n =e 
28 : 
where G is the 4x4 zero matrix, form a basis for L[G(0,1)]. 
Example (1.2«9) The Lie algebra ^/^ = L(To) can be identified 
with the space of matrices of the form 
(1.2.35) a = 
0 
-X, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X. 
0 
Xj, ,X2,X3 ^ , 
where the Lie p roduc t i s [a»p] = ap - p a , a , p<^7^ . A b a s i s 
fo r yC i s provided by the m a t r i c e s 
(1 .2 .36 ) j"*" = 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
f y 
J ^ = 
0 
- 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
with commutation relations 
i3 ,+ T ,+ r,3 ,-(1.2.37) [ j^r] = j " , [ j ^ r ]= - j - , [j"',r]=e 
: 29 : 
Examples of One-Parameter Subgroups 
Example ( 1 . 2 , 1 0 ) The one-parameter subgroups a . ( t ) of SL(2,R) 
i = 1 , 2 , 3 , a re def ined by the formula (See [ 8 9 j , p . 5 7 ) . 
a^( t ) = 
r^  ' - > ) 1 t 
0 1 , 
, a2 ( t ) = 
We 
1 0 
t 1 
tX 
a 3 ( t ) 
P 0 1 
0 - t 
can easily check that a.(t) = e , where 
X, 0 1 
0 0 
Xc 
0 0 
1 0 
> ^ = 
1 0 
0 -1 
and that X^* X^* i^ is a basis of the Lie algebra 3^(2,R). 
Direct calculation shows that the following commutation relations 
hold: 
[Xj, X i ] = 2 X i , [X3, >^] =-2X2 , [X^.X^] =>^ . 
Example ( 1 . 2 , 1 1 ) The b a s i s e lements 
.+ 
0 - 1 
0 0 
0 
- 1 0 
1/2 0 
0 - 1 / 2 
of S-t(2,C) , obeying the commutation r e l a t i o n s ( 1 . 2 . 3 1 ) genera te 
the one-parameter subgroups: 
expCaj"*") = 
: 30 : 
, exp(bj") = 
1 0 
-b 1 
Example (1«2.12) The basis elements 
r 
, e x p ( c j ) = 
c /2 
0 
a , b , c <=fe / J ' . 
0 
--k 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
j = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
^ = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
of L [ G ( 0 , 1 ) ] , obeying the commutation r e l a t i o n s (1.2.34) generate 
the one-parameter subgroups: 
exp(aj ) = 
exp(cj") = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
p: 
p 
0 
0 
0 
e^ 
0 
0 
c 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
a 
0 
0 
1 
d 
0 
0 
1 
expCbj"*") = 
J 
e x p ( a ^ ) = 
a , b , 0 , - 3 ^ ^ 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
s 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
b 
1 
0 
a 
0 
1 
c 
0 
0 
0 
1_ 
0 
0 
0 
1 J 
: 31 : 
Example (1«2.13) The basis elements 
f -
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
j " = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
°J 
, J ^ = 
0 0 0 1 
0 -1 0 C 
0 0 1 C 
0 0 0 C 
:1 
of J 2 ~ ^("^3^ which s a t i s f y the commutation r e l a t i o n s ( 1 . 2 . 3 7 ) 
gene ra t e the one-parameter subgroups: 
expCaj"*") = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
exp( 
0 
0 
1 
0 
ah 
0 
0 
a 
1 
= 
> 
1 
0 
0 
0 
exp(bj" 
0 0 
e-^ 0 
0 e^ 
0 0 
") = 
f l 
0 
0 
0 
=1 
0 
0 
1 
» a 
0 
1 
0 
0 
»b,c 
0 0 
0 b 
1 0 
0 1 
^ ^ , 
Example of a Lie Group (Local but not Global) (1.2.14) 
A nontrivial example of a local (but not global) one 
parameter Lie group is the following 
Let 
V = <x : lx| < 1 
u 
R 
with group m u l t i p l i c a t i o n 
ra (x.y) = ^ f S ^ , x . y ^ V. 
: 32 : 
A stra ight-forward computation v e r i f i e s the a s s o c i a t i v i t y and 
iden t i t y laws for m. The inverse map i s i (x) = ^ ~ T » 
defined for 
x<^V =sx : |x| < wr . This proves the fact that m defines 
a local one parameter group. 
1,3 Local Transformation Groups 
Let G be an n-dimensional local Lie group and U an 
open set in p"" . Suppose there is given a mapping F : UxG — > ^ 
and write F(x,g) = xg<^^'" for x-s^ U, g(£G. 
Definition (Local Lie Transformation Group),[591 
G acts on the manifold U as a local Lie transformation group 
if the mapping F satisfies the conditions: 
i) xg is analytic in the coordinates of x and g; 
ii) xe = x; 
iii) If xg^U then (xg)g' = x(gg')» g,g'.^G. 
Here e i s the iden t i ty element of G and x<^U is designated 
by i t s coordinates x = (x,,X2i »^ m *^ 
Defini t ion (Tra jec to ry) . [591 Let exp a t , a<^L(G), be a 
one-parameter group in G. If x°^ U the curve x(t) = x° exp a t 
i s cal led the t r a j ec to ry of x° under exp a t . 
m 
: 33 : 
Note 
If f (x ) i s a func t ion a n a l y t i c in a neighbourhood of 
some point x°<^U, then the a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s [ (exp a t ) f ] ( x ) 
for a^L(G) and su i tab ly small values of | t | are given by 
( 1 . 3 . 1 ) [ (exp a t ) f ] (x) = f ( x exp a t ) . 
Definition (Lie Derivative). [59] 
The Lie derivative L^f of an analytic function f(x) 
a 
is defined by 
Note 
^a^^^^ =Ht I^ ^^ P^ at)f](x)/^ , a^L(G) 
The commutator [^  ,Lg] of the Lie derivatives L , Lg 
is defined by 
K'^-^'i = '•aS - S'-a-
Definition (Local Multiplier Representation). [591 
Let G be a local Lie transformation group acting on an 
open neighbourhood U of C^^, 0<^U and let CI be the set of 
all complex valued functions on U analytic in a neighbourhood 
of 0. A (local) multiplier representation T of G on (W. 
with multiplier -i? > consists of a mapping T (g) of c( onto 
c( defined for g^G, f^cl by 
: 34 : 
9 [T (g)f](x) =9(x,g)f(xg), x^U, 
where T^(x,g) is a complex-valued function analytic in x and 
g, such that 
1) >^ (x,e) = 1, all x^U, 
ii) >^(x,g^g2) =>^( x,gj^ ) y'( xg^,g2), qitq2'^\^2^ ^' 
Property ii) is equivalent to the relation 
[T^gig2)fKx) = [T'^ (g^ )(T (g2)f)](x). 
Note 
1. If T is a multiplier representation of G on \}^^p 
we can define an action of G as a transformation group on a 
neighbourhood of /^ "^  by (x,(i)) > (xg, u)|j^ [yt x,g) ]) where 
x^U and o) is a complex number. 
2« Let T be a multiplier representation of G and let f<£ ex • 
If cx^L(G) then T (exp at)f^c^ for sufficiently small values 
of lt|. 
Definition (Generalized Lie Derivative), [591 
The generalized Lie derivative D f of an analytic function 
f(x) under the one-parameter group exp at is the analytic 
function 
(1.3.2) D^f(x) =-|£ [T^(exp at)f](x)/^ . 
: 35 : 
Note 
For P^ i the g e n e r a l i z e d Lie d e r i v a t i v e becomes the 
ordinary Lie d e r i v a t i v e . 
D e f i n i t i o n (Isomorphic M u l t i p l i e r Representa t ions ) , [59] 
Let T be a m u l t i p l i e r representat ion of the l o c a l 
Lie transformation group G. act ing on an open neiahbourhood 
Ui. of p> for k = 1,2, r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
'k 
^1 ^2 
The multiplier representations T , T are isomorphic 
if there is an analytic isomorphism \i of G, onto G2 and an 
analytic one-to-one coordinate transformation ^ of a neighbourhood 
of 0<^U, onto a neighbourhood of 0'SU2 such that 
i) CJ(xj^ g^ ) = C^ (x^ )n(gj^ ), 
ii) ?2^^^''l^'^^5l^^ =^l^Xl'5i) 
for Xj^^U,, g,<£Gj^. 
Ordinarily we shall not distinguish between isomorphic multiplier 
representations. 
: 36 ; 
1.4 Some Useful Results 
TI)eorem (1*4,1) An analytic homomorphism [i : G — > G of the 
local Lie groups G, G induces a Lie algebra homomorphism 
H* : L(G) > L(G') defined by 
/(a) =^^(g(t))/,^ 
where g( t) is an analytic curve in G with tangent vector 
a at e. The \i is an isomorphism (automorphism) if and only 
if \i is an isomorphism (automorphism). 
Theorem (1»4»2) For each a^L(G) there is a unique one-parameter 
subgroup 
(1.4.1) g(t) = exp(at) 
with tangent vector a. In p a r t i c u l a r , if L(G) i s a Lie algebra 
of matrices then 
( 1 . 4 . 2 ) exp(at) = Z ^J 
k=0 ^. 
Theorem ( l » 4 . 3 ) The i n t e g r a l curve exp a t i s a one-parameter 
subgroup of G such t h a t exp a( t , + t 2 ) = exp a t ^ exp at^ fo r 
s u i t a b l y small va lues of I t , | , 1 t21 • The t angen t v e c t o r of 
exp a t a t e i s a = ( a , , »°^ n^  * 
: 37 : 
Note 
Since the elements of L(G) are n-tuples, we can consider 
L(G) to be defined in^ . The usual topology of ^ " induces a 
topology in L(G). 
Theorem (1.4«4) The mapping a ^ exp a is an analytic diffeo-
morphism of a neighbourhood of Q<^L{C) onto a neighbourhood of 
e in G. (Here, 0 is the additive identity of L(G).) That is, 
the mapping defines a local one-to-one analytic coordinate trans-
formation in p". 
Theorem (1*4,5) (Lie's First Fundamental Theorem) 
The unique solution of the equation 
Ht ' = ^ a'^ * ""^^^ = '^° 
is the trajectory x( t) = x° exp at. 
Theorem (1*4.6) (Lie's Second Fundamental Theorem) 
The set of all Lie derivatives of a local Lie transformation 
group G forms a Lie algebra which is a homomorphic image of L(G). 
In fact, 
for all a,b^^, a,p^L(G). 
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Note 
If L(G) is isomorphic to the algebra of Lie derivatives 
of a local transformation group G we say G acts effectively. 
Theorem (1»4«7) (Converse of Lie's Second Fundamental Theorem) 
This theorem, which is of basic importance for the approach 
to special function theory, states that any Lie algebra of differ-
ential operators is the algebra of Lie derivatives of a local Lie 
transformation group. 
Let 
"^  d 
be a set of n linearly independent differential operators 
.m 
defined and analytic in an open set Mdl^f- , If there exist 
CO n s t a n t ? C<j^  such t h a t 
[ L j , L j = LjL^ - L^L . = ^ S ^ C j k L ^ ' i < j . k < n , 
then the complex n-dimensional L ie a lgeb ra g e n e r a t e d by the L. 
i s the a lgebra of Lie d e r i v a t i v e s of a l o c a l Lie t r ans fo rma t ion 
group G a c t i n g e f f e c t i v e l y on U. The a c t i o n of G on x°<^ U 
i s ob ta ined by so lv ing the e q u a t i o n s 
d "^  
-rrx = ( E a . L . ) x , x(0) = X , a . c o n s t a n t . 
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Note 
The o p e r a t o r s L. are s a i d to be l i n e a r l y independent 
on U if t h e r e e x i s t no c o n s t a n t s a ^ . ^ ^ , not a l l z e ro , such t h a t 
n 
E a^L. f = 0 for a l l a n a l y t i c f unc t i ons f on U. 
Theorem (1»4.8) (Converse of L i e ' s Third Fundamental Theorem) 
A complex a b s t r a c t Lie a lgeb ra i s the Lie a lgebra of some 
l o c a l Lie g roup . Two l o c a l Lie groups with isomorphic Lie a l g e b r a s 
a re i somorphic . 
Thus, up to isomorphism t h e r e i s a one - to -one correspondence 
between l o c a l Lie groups and Lie a l g e b r a s . 
Note 
Every abstract Lie algebra is isomorphic to a matrix 
Lie algebra. 
Theorem(1»4.9) The generalized Lie derivatives of a local Lie 
transformation group form a Lie algebra under the operations of 
addition of derivatives and Lie product 
[D„,Dp] = D^Dp - DpD^. 
This algebra' is a homomorphic image of L(G): 
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Theorem (1.4.10) A local multiplier representation T of G 
is completely determined by its generalized Lie derivatives. 
Theorem (1.4.11) Let 
"^ d D^(x) = E P.i(x) ^ + P.(x), j = 1,2, 
,n. 
be a set of n linearly independent differential operators defined 
and analytic in an open set U^^f^ . If there exist constants (2., 
such that 
then the complex linear combinations of the D, form a Lie algebra 
which is the algebra of generalized Lie derivatives of an effective 
local multiplier representation T. The action of the group is 
obtained by integration of the equations 
n 
,m, ^ x^(t) = E ajPji(x(t)), x^(0) = x^ i i = 1,2, 
(1.4.3) 
J n 
^ V ( x ° , exp at) =P(x , exp at) 2 a ,P ( x( t)) , >^ ( x°,e)sl, 
3=1 ^ J 
where x( t) = x° exp at, a <^ L(G) . 
: 41 
Note 
1, Theorems ( 1 . 4 . 1 0 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 1 1 ) are a n a l o g i e s of theorems 
( 1 . 4 , 5 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) and can be e a s i l y proved by making use of 
the r e l a t i o n s h i p between l o c a l t r ans fo rma t ion groups a c t i n g on 
z^"*^ and m u l t i p l i e r r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s o n ^ ' ' " . 
2 . According to theorem ( 1 . 4 . 1 1 ) the a c t i o n of the one-parameter 
group exp a t on f^cJl i s given by 
( 1 . 4 . 4 ) [T (exp a t ) f ] ( x ° ) = P ( x ° , e x p a t ) f ( x ^ exp a t ) 
where V* and x( t) are the solutions of (1,4,3). 
Since G is completely determined by the elements 
exp a, a^L(G) , (1.4.4) completely determine T . Moreover, 
[T (exp at)f](x) is an analytic function of t for 1 tl 
sufficiently small. By direct computation, 
(1.4.5) ^ [T'^ (exp at)f](x)/^^ = [D^ f](x) 
where D" = D„ D„ D (n times). 
a a a a 
Theorem (1.4.12) Expansion of [T (exp at)f](x) in a Taylor 
series gives 
[T^(exp at)f](x) = Z ^ [D" f] ( x) . 
n=l "/ ^ 
: 42 : 
1.5 Representation Theory 
Let V be a vector space, real or complex, and denote by 
GL(V) the group of all nonsingular linear transformations of V 
onto itself. Further, let F be the field of either the real 
numbers R or complex numbers ^ . 
Representation of a Group A representation of a group G with 
representation space V is a homomorphism 'p : g » T^g) of 
G into GL(V) . The dimension of the representation is the 
dimension of V. 
As a consequence of this definition we have the following: 
-1 , 
(1.5.1) TXgi^Ttgs) = T(gig2)»T(g) =T(g" )»T<e) = E, 
where g,g, ,g2<^ G, and S is the identity operator on V. 
Matrix Representation An n-dimensional matrix representa t ion 
of G i s a homomorphism T : g > T(g) of G into GL(n,j^} 
[or GL(n,R)]. 
The nxn matrices T(g), g.^G , satisfy multiplication properties 
analogous to (1.5.1). Any group representation 'p of G with 
representation space V defines many matrix representations. 
The matrix groups GL(n,$Z^), SL(n,/^), 0(n} etc. are 
n-dimensional matrix representations of themselves. 
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Representations of Lie Group and Lie Algebra 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over F and 
let GL(V) be the group of all nonsingular linear transformations 
of V onto V. 
Representation of a Lie Group (Linear) 
A representation of a linear Lie group G(See [61], p.164) 
with representation space V is an analytic homomorphism 
T : A > T(A) of G into GL(V) . 
Representation of a Lie Algebra 
A representation of a Lie algebra y with representation 
space V is a map j from 3^  to the space of all linear operators 
on V such that 
i) /(aa+bp) = af{a) + bf(p), 
ii) f([a,p]) =/(a) f(p) - f(p)f(a) 
= [f(a), Ap)], 
where a,b <^  F and a,p<^  y . 
Reducible and Irreducible Representations 
Here "p s^ a finite-dimensional representation of a 
finite group G acting on the (real or complex) vector space V. 
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A subspace W of V is invariant under T* if 
'p(g)t«)(^  W for every g ^  G, lo<^ W. The representation "p 
is reducible if there is a proper subspace W of V which is 
invariant under 'p. Otherwise, 'p is irreducible. 
A representation is irreducible if the only invariant 
subsapces of V are {o| and V itself. One-dimensional and 
zero-dimensional representations are necessarily irreducible. 
Note 
1. Other representations are defined to be reducible or irreducible 
in exactly the same way as for the representation of a group. 
2, If W is invariant under *T^  we can define a representation 
•J^  = T/W of G on W by 
(1.5.2) 7'(g)W = TXg)fc), W ^ W . 
This representation is called the restriction of "p to '//, 
If "P is unitary so is X* • 
: 45 : 
P AR T-II 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
^Special functions" are solutions of a wide class of 
mathematically and physically relevant functional equations. 
In addition to the elementary transcendental functions such 
as e and Sin x, an important role is played in matherrir^ tica 1 
physics by the special functions. The special functions of 
mathematical physics appear most often in solving partial 
differential equations by the method of separation of variables, 
or in finding' eigenfunctions of differential operators in 
certain curvilinear system of coordinates. 
Special functions and its applications are now awe-
inspiring in their scope variety and depth. Not only in their 
rapid growth in pure mathematics and its applications to the 
traditional fields of physical sciences, engineering and 
statistics, but now fields of applications like behaveriaj 
science, optimization, control, economics, environmental science, 
biology etc. are emerging. 
The special functions are the classes of function-: liste-'^  
in (l) (4) (other terms, such as higher transcendental 
functions, are sometimes used). 
(1) The gamma function and related functions-
(2) Fresnel's integral, the error function, the logarithmic 
integral and other functions that can be expressed as 
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indef in i te in tegra l s of elementary funct ions . 
(3) Elliptic functions 
(4) Solutions of linear ordinary differential equations of the 
second order derived by separating certain partial differential 
equations, e.g., Laplace's equation, in various curvilinear 
coordinates. 
Here we discuss class (4); for the other classes see [28], 
[29]. Class (4) is further divided into the following three types, 
according to the character of the singular points of the differential 
equations of which the functions are solutions. Equations with a 
smaller number of singular points than indicated in (i) - (iii) 
below can be integrated in terms of elementary functions. 
(i) Special functions of hyperqeometric type are solutions of 
differential equations with three regular singular points 
on the Riemann sphere. Examples are the hypergeometric 
function and the Legendre function. Any function of this 
type reduces to a hypergeometric function through a simole 
transformation. 
( ii) SpeciaJ. functions of Confluent type are solutions of 
differential equations that are derived from hyperqeometric 
differential equations by the confluence of two regular 
singular points, that is , by making one of the regular 
singular points tend to the other one so that the resulting 
singularity is an irregular singular point of class 1. 
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Any function of this type can be expressed by means of 
Whittaker functions, of which many important special 
functions such as Bessel functions are special cases. 
To this type reduce also the parabolic cylindrical functions 
that is, the solutions of differential equations with only 
one singular point which is at infinity and is irregular of 
class 2. 
(iii) Special functions of ellipsoidal type are solutions of 
differential equations with four or five regular singular 
points, some of which may be confluent to become irregular 
singular points. Examples are Lame" functions, Mathieu 
functions and spheroidal wave functions. In contrast to 
types (i) and (ii), functions of type (iii) are difficult 
to characterize by means of dif ference-<iif f eren tial equation: 
and have not been fully explored. Sometimes th^ term 
special function in its narrow sense is not applied to them. 
Unified Theories of Special Functions 
Though many special functions were introduced separately 
to solve practical problems, several unified theories have been 
proposed. The above classification based on differentia] equations 
may be regarded also as kind of unified theory. Other examples are; 
(l) Expression by Barne's extended hypergeometric function or its 
extension to the case of several variables by means of a 
definite integral of the form 
j'(C-a^)^^(C-32)^2 (C:-aj''"^(^-z)' d^ . 
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(2) A u n i f i e d theory [82] t h a t i nc ludes the gamma func t ion and 
i s based upon T r u e s d e l l ' s d i f f e r e n c e - d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion 
dF(z,aO/dz = F ( z , a + l ) . 
(3) Unity from the standpoint of expansion in terms of zonal 
spherical functions of a differential operator (the Laplacian) 
invariant under a transitive group of motions on a symmetric 
Riemannian manifold. A great variety of formulas can be derived 
in a unified way. 
1.6 The Hypergeometric Functions 
The term 'hypergeometric' was first used by Wallis in 
Oxford as early as 1655 in his work 'Arithmetrica Infinitorum' 
when referring to any series which could be regarded as a genera-
lization of the ordinary geometric series 
(1.6.1) E z" 
n=0 
but the main systematic development of what is now regarded as the 
hypergeometric function of one variable 
(a) (b) n 
(1.6.2) ^fl^^'b^'^i^) = ^l^ (c)^ -T[ 
was undertaken by Gauss in 1812. 
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The Pochhammer symbol (a) , where a denotes any number, 
real or complex and n any integer positive, negative or zero, 
is defined by 
(1.6.3) (a) _ <!, 
1 , if n = 0 > 
a(a+1)....(a+n-1), if n > 1 . 
and 
(1.6.4) (a]_^  zl)^ l-a) for n < 0 
In p a r t i c u l a r , ( l ) _ = n | . Hence the symbol (a ) is a l s o 
r e f e r r e d to as the f a c t o r i a l f u n c t i o n . 
In terms of Gamma f u n c t i o n s , we have 
( 1 . 6 . 5 ) (a) 
n 
iTa+n) 
[Ta) a ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , 
where for Re z > 0 the func t ion \ (z) i s def ined in terms 
of the i n t e g r a l 
rXz) = f e-^ t^-^ d t . 
0 
Fur the rmore , the binomial c o e f f i c i e n t may be expressed as 
( 1 . 6 . 6 ) ( ) 
n 
, ( a - l ) ^—(a -n+ l ) ^ ^"^^"^"^^n . 
n] n| 
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Equat ion ( 1 . 6 . 5 ) a lso y i e l d s 
(^•^•^) (^)m^n = ^^^m^^^^^^n-
Also , we have 
( 1 . 6 . 8 ) (a) 
n-k 
( - 1 ) ^ 3 ) ^ 
( l - a ^ n ) , > 0 < k < n . 
For a = 1, 
(1.6.9) (n-k)l = - [ 5 ^ 1)^ n! 0 < k < n 
which may a l t e r n a t i v e l y be w r i t t e n in the form 
(1 .6 .10 ) ( - n ) . = ^ 
0 1 5< 1 n 
k > n. 
u 
In (1.6.2) z is a real or complex variable, a,b ami c are 
parameters which can take arbitrary real or complex values and 
C ?^  0, -1, -2 
2FT(a,b;c;z) is a solution, regular at z = 0, of the 
hypergeometrie differential equation 
(1.6.11) z(l-z) ^  + [c-(a+b+l)z] ^  - ab^ = 0 
dz 
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where a,b and c are independent of z. This is a homogeneous 
linear differential equation of the second order and has at most 
three singularities O,™ and 1 which are all "regular" (See [69]) 
For Iz] < 1 and Re(c) > Re(b) > 0, this function has the 
integral representation 
(1.6.12) ^P^(a,b;c;z) = fc I I [Tb) fU-b) 0 / t 
b-l(i_t)C-b-l(i_tz)-a dt. 
The series given by (1.6.2) is convergent when jzj < 1 and on 
the boundary |z| = 1 of the region of convergence, a sufficient 
condition for absolute convergence of the series is Re(c-a-b) > C 
Generalized Hyperqeometrlc Function 
The hypergeometric function defined in (1.6.2) has two 
numerator parameters, a and b, and one denominator parameter, c 
It is a natural generalization to moVe from the definition (1.6.2^ 
to a similar function with any number of numerator and denominator 
parameters. 
We define a generalized hypergeometric function by 
(1.6.13) 
/ ^ 
^l'^2 
b^,b2. 
>ap ; 
q 
= E 
n=0 
ill''^'^ z^  
J = l ^ 
where (3^)0 ^^ Pochhammer symbol given by 
: 52 : 
(a.+n) 
1' n Ca,) 
and p and q are positive integers or zero. The numerator 
parameters a,,3^, ,a and the denominator parameters 
b, ,b^, ,b take on complex values, provided that 
b. ^ 0, -1, -2 ; j = 1,2 q. 
An application of the elementary ratio test to the power 
series on the right in (1.6.13) shows at once that: 
(i) If P 1 q ; the series converges for all finite z. 
(ii) If p = q+1, the series converges for [zj < 1 and 
diverges for 1z] > 1. 
(ill) If p > q+1, the series diverges for Z j^ Q . If the 
series terminates, there is no question of convergence, 
and the conclusions (ii) and (iii) do not apply. 
(iv) If p = q+1, the series in (1.6.13) is absolutely convergent 
on the circle |z| = 1 if 
q P 
Re( E b. - E a.) > 0. 
j=l i=l 
Or, we can say that when p = q+1, the series converges for z = 1 
q p 
provided that Re( Z b . - E a^) > 0 and for z = -1 provided 
j=l -> i= l 
, q P 
that Re( E b. - E a.+l) > 0 . j= l ' i= l 
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Confluent Hypergeometrlc Function 
Since, the Gauss function 2^ 1 (^» t>»c»^ ) ^^ ^ solution of 
the differential equation (1.6.11), replacing z by z/b in 
(1.6.11), we have 
2 
(1.6.14) z(l-z/b) ^ + [c-(l+ ^ ) z ] Hi - ^^ = °-
dz 
O b v i o u s l y , 2 / 1 ( 3 , b ; c ; z / b ) i s a s o l u t i o n of ( 1 . 6 . 1 4 ) 
A s b > 00, 
( 1 . 6 . 1 5 ) l i m 2 ^ i ( ^> ' ^»^»^ / t ' ) = 7 F ] ( a » c ; z ) 
b—>oo 
i s a s o l u t i o n of d i f f e r e n t i a l e a u a t i o n 
2 
( 1 . 6 . 1 6 ) z ^ + ( c - z ) ^ 7 - au = 0, 
dz 
The f u n c t i o n 
" ( a ) „ z^ ( 1 . 6 . 1 7 ) , F , ( a ; c ; z ) = E .^-^ . 
^ ^ n=0 (c )n "i 
i s c a l l e d t h e c o n f l u e n t h y p e r g e o m e t r l c f u n c t i o n o r .Kummer's f u n c t i o r 
g i v e n by E . E . Kummer in 1836 [ 4 9 ] . I t i s a l s o d e n o t e d by H u m b e r t ' s 
symbol C^ ( a ; c ; z) . 
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The integral representation of ,F,(a;c;z) is given by 
[TTv 1 c-a-1 a-1 zu 
(1.6.18) ,F,(a;c;z) = '^ \L /(l-u) u e du 
^ ^  fTa) [U-a) 0 
for Re c > Re a > 0. 
1.7 Some Special Cases of Hyperqeometric Functions 
The most important special functions are the hyperqeometric 
functions. Indeed, all the other special functions and many 
elementary functions, are just special cases of the hynergeometrie 
function. 
In this section we show the intimate relationships which 
exist between the hyperqeometric functions and other snecial 
functions which we will define. 
Relation (1.7.1) 
Pn(x) = 2^ 1^ "''' n+liU ^ ) • 
Where P (x) is the Legendre polynomial and is defined by the 
rela tion 
-1/2 9 « n 
(1.7.1) (l-2xt+t'^ ) = E P (x) t 
n=0 " 
for Itl < 1 and Ixl < 1. 
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- 1 / 2 2 
Here ( l - 2 x t + t ) i s the g e n e r a t i n g func t ion of the genera t in : ; 
r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 1 ) . 
The Legendre polynomial ^^i^) of order n can also be 
defined by the equation 
(1.7.2) P,(x) 
[n/2] 
S 
k=0 
(-1) (2n-2k)j 
2" kl(n-l<)( (n-2k)( 
n-2k 
where 
m = 
r n 
2 
(n^) 
, if n is even 
, if n is odd 
Note 
Legendre function of the second kind is defined by the 
relation 
(1.7.3) Q^(x) = I P^ (x)!Ln -ii^ -
' ' ^ ] 2 
E 
k=0 
2n-4k-l) p ( 
2k+l) (n-FT n-2k-r 
(n > 1) 
where 
[%i] 
'n-1 
2 
n-2 
2 
, if n is odd 
, if n is even. 
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Relat ion ( 1 . 7 . 2 ) 
P . (x) = i n l l P l f L l ^ x J F,(m-n,m+n+l;m+l; ^ ) . 
n 
m 
Where Pj^(x) i s the a s s o c i a t e d Legendre func t ion of the f i r s t 
k ind, and i s def ined by 
m „ m/2 ,m 
( 1 . 7 . 4 ) P j x ) = (1-x^) - ^ [ P j x ) ] 
n dx m '- n 
Also, we define the associated Legendre function of the second kind 
QJJ( X) by the relation 
m/2 
(1.7.5) Q^(x) = (1-X2) -S-. [Q^(x)] . 
dx 
Relation (1.7.3) 
-IX .. n 
^n^^^ ^^T\~^i^ ^F^(n+ ^ ;2n+l;2ix) 
Where 
(1.7.6) J^(x) 
oo 
k ( X\ 
(-1) (2) 
n+2k 
k=0 k ;] [(T+n+k) 
where n is a positive integer or zero, and 
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( 1 . 7 . 7 ) J^(x) = (-1) J_^(x) 
where n i s a nega t ive i n t e g e r i s c a l l ed Besse l func t ion of 
o rder t\ for a l l f i n i t e x. 
Bessel func t ion ^^^^^ "^^^ a lso be def ined by msrins of n 
g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n , for i n t e g r a l n o n l y . If t ?^  0 then for 
a l l f i n i t e x, 
1 °° n 
( 1 . 7 . 8 ) e x p [ | ( t - j)] = Z J ^ ( x ) t . 
n=-oo 
Note 
We also have 
J , ( x ) (f) 
T"l+n) 
2 
F T ( — , 1+n; - f-) . 0' 1 
Relat ion ( 1 . 7 , 4 ) 
H2,(x) - ( ^\^ I 2 n ) ! V ( 1 2 . 
And a l so 
H2„,i{x) M - D " 2 ( 2 n ; l ) i . ^? ^ i-n^; .^) 
Vi/e def ine the Hermite polynomials H (x) by means of the 
g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n 
58 : 
P CO H ( x ) t 
( 1 . 7 . 9 ) exp(2xt - t ) = Z -^ 
n 
n=0 "I 
Hermite polynomials H (x) can a l s o be dfe ined by 
rr>/o1 ^ , n-2k 
(^ 7 in^ H (.) - ? (-1) nj (2x) (1 .7 .10 ) H^(x) - ^E^ k/ (n-2k) / 
Note 
We a l so have 
H^(x) = ( 2 x ) " 2^0^^ §» - ^ ' — ' - 4 - ^ -
X 
R e l a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 5 ) 
L^(x) = ^F^( -n ; lvx ) 
Where Laguerre polynomials L (x) of o rde r n are def ined by 
means of a gene ra t i ng r e l a t i o n 
exp ( - YiZTJ^ o. 
( 1 . 7 . 1 1 ) ry—Pi = E L ( x ) t . 
^^"^^ n=0 ^ 
Also, L (x) in the s e r i e s form i s given as 
(1 .7 .12 ) L„(x) = E ' ( ->!) ' n lx^ 
n' ' uZ^ / , . K 2 k=0 (kj)-^ (n-k)l 
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Relation (1.7.6) 
L!(X) = .&^"^) ,F,(-n; k.l; x) 
n|[TI+l) 
Where L (x) are the associated Laguerre polynomials defined by 
-.11 (n-^ kl! ./ 
(^ •^ •") '-n'^*^/^ i'n-l)|i".:riirf 
where n is a non-negative integer. These polynomials are also 
called generalized Laguerre or Sonine polynomials. 
k 
r e l a t i o n 
L (x ) can a l s o be d e f i n e d by means of t h e g e n e r a t i n g 
« k...^.' ' e>^p( - i r | ) 
( 1 . 7 . 1 4 ) I l^r. " M +^l<+l • 
n=<D ' " ( ^ -^ ) 
Note 
0 
L^(x) = L^{x) = j ^ F ^ ( - n ; l ; x ) 
R e l a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 7 ) 
^ ( x ) = - / T l - x ^ ) n 2 F i ( - n + l , n + l ; | ; ^ ) 
T . ( x ) = oFi ( - f^»n ; ^ ; ^ ) 
and 
U 
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We def ine the Tchebicheff or Chebyshev po lynomia l s , of f i r s t <ind, 
T (x) , and second kind, U ( x ) , by 
T^( x) = Cos (n Cos"-'' x) 
( 1 .7 .15 ) and 
U^(x) = Sin (n Cos''' ' x) , 
for n a non-nega t ive i n t e g e r . 
In s e r i e s form we have 
T„(x)= [n/2] I I I n-2r 
r O 
(1.7.16) and 
U^(x)= /i"^^^FiyTrt32i-i7 
- - 2 n - 2 r - l 
(1-x^) x . 
The generating functions are 
_1 oo r 
(l-xt)(l-2xt+t2) = S '^n^'')^ 
n=0 
(1.7.17) and 
(l-2xt+t^) 
-1 
n=0 " 
n 
: 61 : 
Relation (1.7.8) 
cf(x) = - J n ^ ^FA-r.,n^2A;A^^, ^ ) 
"" nlR^) 2 ^ 2 2 
Where Cj^ (x) is the Gegenbauer polynomial also sometimes called 
the ultraspherical polynomial. 
-1 /I Gegenbauer polynomial of degree n and order/l, C (x) 
is defined by the generating relation 
(1.7.18) (l-2xt+t'^ ) = I C (x)t , 
n=0 "^  
for I t| < 1, |xl 1 1 and ^ > - -i 
In power s e r i e s form, we have 
(1 .7 .19 ) cf(.) .f(-i)V^"-^-^^ (2x)"".^ 
" 1<=0 [ U )k| (n-2k)| 
Note 
P„(x ) 
I 
2 
= C^ ( x ) . 
Relat ion ( 1 . 7 . 9 ) 
^n (x) = ^ ^ " • ^ ^ 2^^^-n,n+a+p+Ua + l ; ^ ) 
(a+1) 
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V/e define the J acob i polynomial P^^"-*^^{x) by g e n e r a t i n g 
r e l a t i o n 
o^-/-fi 
^^•'^ •^°^ rT72p : 1/^ an 7 ^ " 
( l - 2 x t + t ) J l - t + ( l - 2 x t + t ) \ ^ l + t + ( l - 2 x t + t ^ ) 
n=0 
n 
p\a»pJ^j^j has the fo l lowing power s e r i e s expansions 
^^^ ^n (x) = 2 Kn+g+l) I(n4-B+1) 
k=0 [U + k+l) r r n + p - k + l ) ( n - k ) | k | 
1 k , , n - k 
( 1 . 7 . 2 1 ) ( i i ) p ( ° ' 'P ) (x ) = E iTn+a^-l) ((^^k^a^-p ^1) ^ 
" k=0 jTa+k+l) r rn+a+3+l ) (n-k) | k ( ^ ) 
n-k 
( i i i ) P^'^^P^= L (-1) f7n+B+l) Fu+A+a+B+l) ^^-rx^ 
" <^ /^ k=0 fTp + k+l) iTn+a+p+l) (n-k)f kf 
x_j_l 
2 
Note 
, ( 0 , 0 ) p ; ^ ^ ' ^ ' ( x ) = p ^ ( x ) 
Elliptic Integrals 
In addition to the special functions already defined, we 
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define the e l l i p t i c in tegra l s of the f i r s t , second and f i i r d kinds 
r e s p e c t i v e l y by 
F(k,c!) = / ''g ^ (0 < k < 1), 
0 V n ^ Sin'^) 
C1.7.22) E(. .^) = A ( i . , 2 3.„2,, ^^ (0 < . < 1), 
0 ._ 
- ^ k , ^ , a ) = / — ^^ (0 < k < l,a^jO 
1.8 Generating Functions 
The name 'generating funtion' was introduced by Laplace in 
1812. A generating function for a set of functions >^f i, x)l is 
defined as follows: [57]. 
Let G(x,t) be a function that can be expanded in powers 
of t such that 
oo n 
(1.8.1) G(x,t) = 2 C f_(x)t , 
n=0 
where C is a function of n that may contain the parameters 
n ' 
of the set jf (x)[ , but is independent of x and t. Then 
G(x,t) is called a generating function of the set <^  f {x)l . 
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For example, we g e n e r a t e the s e t of f u n c t i o n s 
l , x , x , .x"^, >. We know t h a t 
exp(x t ) = E ^ ^ = E - ^ X t . 
n=0 "j n o ". 
Then corresponding to the notation in our definition of a generating 
function we have 
1 ^ 
G( x,t) = exp( xt) , C = —: and f ( x) = x . n n 
A set of functions may have more than one generating function. 
However, if 
CO n 
(1.8.2) G(x,t) = E h (x)t 
n=0 " 
then G(x,t) is the unigue generator for the set <^h (x)? as 
the coefficient set. For example, the set of functions ix'^ t is 
generated as a coefficient set only by (l-xt)~ . 
Now, we extend our definition of generating function to 
include functions which generate functions of more than one 
variable. 
Let G(x,,x^, ,x^ t) be a function of p+J variable: 
Suppose 
G( Xj^,X2, »^p'^^ 
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has a formal expansion i n powers of t such t h a t 
n 
( 1 . 8 . 3 ) G(xj^,X2 '^n>^) = ^ ^ n ^ n ^ ^ l ' ^ 2 ' ^o^ ^ 
n=—oo 
where C„ i s independont of the v a r i a b l e s x , , x ^ , ,x , 
n '^  1 2 p 
and t. Then we shall say that G(x,,Xp, ,x ; t) is a 
generating function for the f (x,,Xr,, ,x ) corresoonding 
n i z ' P 
to nonzero C . In p a r t i c u l a r , if 
n 
( 1 . 8 . 4 ) G ( x , y ; t ) = E C f (x) g „ ( y ) t , 
n=0 "^  " " 
the expansion determines the set of constants C^ ? and the two 
sets of functions |f^(x)| and ig^(y)r. Then G(x,y;t) is 
to be considered as a generator of any one of these three sets 
and as the unique generator of the coefficient set JC f ( x) g (y)i 
Bilinear Generating Functions 
If a three variable function C(x,y,t) possesses a formal 
power series expansion in t such that 
(1.8.5) G(x,y,t) = S g^ f^(x) f^ (y)t'', 
n=0 " " " 
where g is independent of x,y and t, then G(x,y,t) is 
called a bilinear generating function for the set jf (x)L'. 
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For e x a m p l e , the Hermi te p o l y n o m i a l s s a t i s f y the f o l l o v / i n g 
b i l i n e a r g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n : 
( 1 . 8 . 6 ) E 
n=0 
Hr,(x) H ^ ( y ) t - 1 / 2 
= ( l - 4 t ^ ) exp < y 2 ( y - 2 x t ) ^'^ 
l - 4 t 
(See [ 7 1 ] , p . 1 9 8 , Hq . (2 ) and [ 2 9 ] , p . 1 9 4 , E q . ( 2 2 ) w i t h z = 2 t ) 
More g e n e r a l l y , i f G ( x , y , t ) can be expanded in powers 
of t in the form 
( 1 . 8 . 7 ) G ( x , y , t ) = Z g n f a ( n ) ^ ' ^ ) f p ( n ) ^ y ^ 
n=0 
where a(n) and p(n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal, we shall still call G(x,y,t) a bilinear 
generating function for the set jf (x)[>. 
r J 
For example, we consider the generalization of (1.8.6) 
(1.8.8) E 
n=0 
H^(x) H^^^(y)t 2 ' 
(l-4t ) 
•()^+i)/2 r 
exp^v'- (V-2xt f 
1-4 t 
.H^( ^ ^ ). 
l-4t 
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Bilateral Generating Functions 
Suppose that a three variable function H(x,y,t) has a 
formal power series expansion in t such that 
(1.8.9) H(x,y,t) = E h f (x) g^(y)t , 
n=0 " " " 
where h is independent of x,y and t and the set of function 
f„(x) > 
n=0 
and <|g (x)i. are d i f f e r e n t . Then H ( x , y , t ) i s 
n=0 
1 
or called a bilateral generating function for the set Jf ( x)s 
r 1 - J 
Jg (x)> . We give the following example of a bilateral generating 
function: 
(1.8.10) (1-t) 
-1+c-a -c r .' 
(1-t+yt) e x p < ^ ^ xp<^i' ^ F^  
n=0 ^ -^  
-n, C-, 
1+n 
C \ 
1-H<', 
xyt 
(l-t)(l-t+yt) 
L^«^x)t", 
For the s e t of hypergoometrie f unc t i ons 
2^1 
- n , C; 
1+a ; 
. W£1SNER ( [ 9 0 ] , p .1037 , E q . ( 4 . 6 ) with y = l+ct! 
ob ta ined t h i s b i l a t e r a l g e n e r a t i n g func t ion by the g r o u p - t h e o r e t i c 
method which he developed . 
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The above d e f i n i t i o n of a b i l a t e r a l g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n , 
u sed e a r l i e r by RAINVILLE ( [ 7 l ] , p .170) and McBRIOE ( [ ' ^ 7 ] , p . l " ) , 
may be e x t e n d e d to i n c l u d e b i l a t e r a l g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n s of t r -
type : 
( 1 . 8 . 1 1 ) ^ ( x , y , t ) = L h^ ^a(n)('^^^P^^)^^^^'' • 
where h is independent of x,y and t, the sets of functions 
(^n(^)i°° ^^ '^  h ( x)? 3^^ different, and a(n) and p(n) 
. Jn=0 r JnO 
are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. 
Applications of Generating Functions 
A generating function may be used to define a set of 
functions, to determine a differential recurrence relation or -
pure recurrence relation, to evaluate certain integrals, etc. 
We have already defined in the section 1.7, Le^endre poly-
nomials P ( x) , Bessel functions J (x), Hermite polynomials "'n^ ^^  
Laguerre polynomials L (x) associated Laguerre polynomials L^ '( x' . 
Tchebicheff polynomials of first and second kinds T (x) and 
U (x) , Gegenbauer or ultraspherical polynomials C (x) ind jRcobi 
polynomials P^ °'*'^ '^ (x) by means of the generating relations. 
1.9 Preliminary Observations. 
In this section we make some preliminary observations which 
will serve as useful tools while obtaining generating functions. 
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Observation 1. 
Let 
L(x, -T- , n) 
be a linear differential operator containing a parameter n. 
Assuming that L is a polynomial in n, we construct a partial 
differential operator 
d 
>y 
of 
by substituting y -r- for n. Then z = y v ( x) is a solution 
(1-9.1) L(x, |- , y |-) z = 0 
if and only if u = '^n^^^ ^^ ^ s o l u t i o n of 
( 1 . 9 . 2 ) L(x , ^ , n) u = 0 . 
Observation 2 . 
Let G(x,y) have a convergent expansion of the form 
n 
( 1 . 9 . 3 ) G(x,y) = E g^(x)y , 
n 
where n i s not n e c e s s a r i l y a non-nega t ive i n t e g e r . 
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If 
(1.9.4) L(x, ^ , y |-) G(x,y) = 0, 
then, within the region of convergence of the series (1.9.3), 
u = g (x) is a solution of (1.9.2). 
In particular, if G(x,y) is regular at x = 0, u = g (x) 
is also regular at x = 0. 
Observation 3. 
Let the differential operator 
(1.9.5) c =Y(x)L(x, ^ , y|^) +yl , ^ ^ / 
commute with the first order linear differential operator 
(1.9.6) J = Aj^(x,y)-^ + A2(x,y)^ + A3(x,y). 
If 
(1.9.7) Cf(x,y) =^f(x,y), 
then 
tJ tJ 
(1.9.8) C[e f](x,y) =yi[e f](x,y). 
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The groundwork having been completed, we can attend to tne task 
of obtaining generating functions. The process, in short, invoiv. 
introducing first order linear differential operators fcrming ^ 
Lie algebra isomorphic to sd^ or ~^At and then, based on these 
operators, determining a local representation [T(g)f](x,y), 
g<^SL^ or •G.. By choosing f(x,y) in certain ways, this local 
representation lea-ds us to generating functions. 
We need the following results in our analysis: 
(1.9.9) -a (1-ay) (1-^) 
-P 
•?/l 
•a+n, p; 
1+n ; 
ab bl < lyl < 
-1 
(1-ay) 
-P 
(1.9.10) 
1^ 1 
U-P; 
7(i-ay) 
^^n) 
n=-« [Tp) (ay) <^  (1+n) 
-1 
1^ 1 
a 
1 + n 
-ab 
0 < lyj < |a -1 
The terms of the series in (1.9.9) and (1.9.10), corresponding 
to n = -1, -2, -3, , are well defined in view of the 
relations 
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( 1 . 9 . 1 1 ) l i m 
Y—> - n 
.RY) 
- 1 
2^1 
a,P; 
Y ; 
2^1 
a + n + l , p + n + 1 ; 
n+2 
' J 
and 
( 1 . 9 . 1 2 ) l i m 
Y—> - n 
( Y ) I 
- 1 
1^1 
a 
a + n + l ; 
n+2; 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
More g e n e r a l l y , we have 
( 1 . 9 . 1 3 ) l im 
Y-i> - n ^ ^ ' ' / . . I 
l ' ° 2 
Y , b ^ , b 2 , 
--^P' 
, b ; 
q 
q _ _ (n + l ) | * p^q+1 
j l l ^ ' j ^ n + l 
a^ ^ + n + l , , a + n + l ; P ' 
n + 2 , b , + n + l , . . • . , b +n + l : 1 q ' 
w h e r e as a l s o in ( 1 . 9 . 1 1 ) and ( 1 . 9 . 1 2 ) , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
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Relationships like (1.9.11), (1.9.12) and (1.9.13) will be 
required in giving a meaning to some of the Laurent series 
expansions of Chapter 3. 
CHAPTER 2 
CONTRACTION AND REPRESENTATIONS OF A 
FOUR-PARAMETER LIE GROUP 
2,0 Introduction 
The operation of 'contraction' of a Lie group to another 
is implicit in the group theoretic approach to physics and special 
functions, particularly in Wigner's work. The first formal defi-
nition was given by Segal. Inonu and Wigner and Saletan developed 
the subject from the physicist's point of view and indicated some 
fascinating relations to the problem of asymptotic behaviour of 
the special functions of mathematical physics. The subject is of 
great mathematical interest but has barely been developed in 
mathematical literature. 
In this Chapter we introduce contraction in section 2.2. 
The section 2.3 is concerned with the special function and repre-
sentation of four-parameter Lie group in which a solvable Lie 
group is used. The introduction of the solvable and nilpotent 
Lie groups and Lie algebras are given in section 2.1. One would 
like to know all contractions of a given Lie algebra and conversely 
in how many ways a given Lie algebra can be exhibited as a contra-
ction. To this context we follow the theory developed in MILLER 
[ 59 ] as wel-1 as by Segal to make precise the mathematical content 
inherent in the theory of special functions. 
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2,1 Solvable and Nilpotent Lie Algebra 
Solvable Lie Group>r72l 
Let G be an abstract group and let A and B be 
subgroups of G. Then we have the follo\Ming 
(1) We denote by (A,B) the subgroup of G generated by all 
elements xy x~ y~ for x<^A, y^^B. 
(2) If A is a normal subgroup of G, we write A <^ G or G p^A. 
Note that if A and B are normal subgroups of 3, tho'^ . 
(A,B) is a normal subgroup of G. 
Definition 2.1.1 
Let G^ ^^  = (G,G) and define by induction G^  ^^^ ^ =(G^ ^ \ 3^ ^^  
Then we have the sequence of normal subgroups 
G C:>G^^^^ G^ ^^  />• 
Thus G is solvable if this sequence is finite and torminates ^.t 
Je > ; that is there exist n so that G^"^"^  = Je^ anc G is 
called solvable of length n. 
From results of LANG [53], we have a 
Theorem 2.1.1 
Let G be an abstract group. The following conditions ^n 
equivalent: 
(a) The group G is solvable; 
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(b) There is a finite sequence of subgroups 
G = G„ l> G^ O 62 O G„ = |e]. , 
such that Gj//G^ 2^ is commutative for k = 0, 1,2, , n-1. 
Definition 2,1.2 
Let G be a Lie group. Then G is solvable Lie group 
if G is solvable as an abstract group. 
Theorem 2,1.2 
Let G be a Lie group. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(a) The Lie group G is solvable; 
(b) There exists a finite sequence of subgroups 
G = G^ !:::> G, D:^ G^ 1:==- [>-G = 
o^ '-^ ^1 '—^ "2 n= (^ } 
sucti t h a t each Gu i s a c losed Lie subgroup of G with G^,/G^ 
commutative for k = 0 , 1 , 2 , n - 1 ; 
(c) There e x i s t s a f i n i t e sequence of c losed Lie subgroups 
G = G^  C > G^  C ^ O G^  = {ej , 
such that for k = 0,1,2, ,r-l, G,/G. , is a connected one 
dimensional group or a discrete group. 
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bil Solvable Lie Algebra 
Let "y be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over a field 
K and let h,k be sequence?of y . Then we shall use the 
following notations 
(1) We denote by [hk] the subspace of ^  generated by all 
products [yy] for x<£h, y£k. In particular 
is a subalgebra of 'y . 
(2) If h is an ideal of [^  , then we write :§C> h or h<^'§'. 
In particular -^C:=>-9^^\ A Lie algebra j is abelian or 
commutative if 'S'^^^ = {o]> . 
Definition 2.1.3 
Let J he a finite dimensional Lie algebra over K, 
set 5-(l) =[^^f], and define by induction 
•^(k+1) ^  [-^ (k)-^ (k)j 
From the Jacobi identify for j we obtain 
and we call "^ solvable if there exists n with ^ - \o\ 
The smallest such n is called the length of the solvable 
algebra y . 
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Nllpotent Lie Algebra and Lie Groups [3j 
Definition 2 .1 ,4 
A Lie algbera -^ i s called n i lpo ten t if there ex i s t s a 
decreasing f i n i t e sequence of idea l s ( j \ ) i /• i < of 5^ with 
^ o ^ ^ ' "^p " {^} ^^^^ ^^^^ ^'^ '^0 ^^i+l for 0 j< i < p. 
(See [ 3 ] , for de t a i l ) . 
Definition 2 .1 .5 
A Lie group is cal led n i l p o t e n t if i t s Lie algebra is 
n i l p o t e n t . 
Note 
i) A commutative Lie algebra is nilpotent. 
ii) A nilpotent Lie algebra is solvab 
.;:( j ) s \^^^ 
2.2 Contraction 
The construction of representations of a group as a limit 
of representations of another group is known as contraction , 
(See [59 ] and [80 ]•) 
The problem of the limit and contraction of Lie algebras 
and their respective groups has been of interest to many mathe-
matical physicists in connection with various problems in physics, 
especially those related to symmetry and dynamical groups of 
elementary particle theory ([25], [26], [27]). 
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The o p e r a t i o n of c o n t r a c t i o n was f i r s t de f ined by 
SEGAL [ 75] in the c o n t e x t of o p e r a t o r a l g e b r a s of quantum 
mechanics , and l a t e r on i t was used by INONU and WIGNER [ '^ ^ ] 
to show the r e l a t i o n s h i p between the r e l a t i v i s t i c and non-
r e l a t i v i s t i c t h e o r i e s . There were f u r t h e r s t u d i e s by SALETAN [ 74^ 
LEVY-NAHAS [ 55] and DOEBNER ( [ 2 5 ] , [ 2 6 ] , [ 2 7 ] ) from the 
mathematical po in t of view but us ing most ly b a s i s - d e p e n d e n t 
c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
Some of the i n t e r e s t i n g p r o p e r t i e s of the c o n t r a c t i o n of 
Lie groups and t h e i r r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s can be used to show the 
r e l a t i o n between the spec i a l f u n c t i o n s . For example, the r e l a t i o n s 
[39 ] . 
( 2 . 2 . 1 ) l im P[J (Cos y/m) = J^(y) 
( 2 . 2 . 2 ) l im m"" y"^  L^"^(y^/m) = J (2y) 
' m ' n ' 
where P , L^  ' and J are Jacobi (approoriately 
m m n ^ r-r- . ; 
normalized associated Legendre), associated Laguerre and Bessel 
functions, respectively, may be derived by using contraction 
techniques. There are many more examples where it is possible 
to show that limiting techniques are really useful. 
The contraction idea is important not only for its connecticn 
with physics but also because it leads to group-theoretic " expla-
nations" of some of the classical asymptotic formulas for the 
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special functionsof mathematical physics. For example INONU 
and WIGNER [45 ] point out how the formula (2.2.1) is related 
to the construction of the rotation group into the group of 
rigid motions in the plane. 
We can see the general reason for this phenomenon quite 
easily. Let f he a representation of a Lie group G by 
transformations of a vector space V (which may be infinite-
dimensional). Suppose that v,,V2, = (v.) is a basis 
for V, i.e., that each v£ V can be written 
S a.v. -
i ^ ^  
(we are leaving open the possibility that i may be a continuous 
index, and that this sum must be considered as some sort of limit-) 
suppose that X,, Y^, ,X are elements of G. Then, we 
have an expansion of the form 
f(exp(X^tj_) exp(Xptp)rV;=E aij(tj^ ,t2 t^)vj . 
The coefficients (a^ T i^^f^n* '^n^^ ^^ functions of the real 
varaibles t,,t2, ,t may be considered as the " special 
functions" associated with the representation and the basis 
chosen for V. Most of the classical special functions may be 
obtained by appropriate choices of the group and the representation 
For example, it is well known that the Legendre functions 
P ( ) are obtained as matrix elements of representations of 
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S0(3,R), that the Bessel functions J ( ) are matrix elements 
of representations of the group of rigid motions in the plane, 
and that this latter group is a contraction of S0(3 ,R). 
(See [34] for the explicit description of the matrix elements^ 
There are several results on contraction which lead to a 
development of certain properties of some of the special functions 
of mathematical physics; These are the Jacobi polynomials with 
their special cases of Legendre polynomials and associated 
Legendre functions, confluent hypergeometric functions, associated 
Leguerre and Laguerre polynomials, Bessel and cylind rical func-
tions. The following theorems on contraction are useful for this 
purpose [77 ]. 
1. The contraction of a solvable Lie algebra is a solvable 
Lie algebra. 
2. The contraction of a nilpotent Lie algebra is a nilpotent 
Lie algebra. 
3. The contraction of a unimodular Lie algebra is a unimodular 
Lie algebra. 
The operation of Lie algebras can be defined in many ways 
([75], [74], [45]) when basis-dependent calculations are involved 
However there is one thing common. It is the limiting operation 
after transforming either the structure constants or the basis of 
Lie algebras. In consequence, the results are same in all cases. 
Special functions occur as matrix elements and basis vector' 
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corresponding to mul t ip l i e r represen ta t ions of Lie groups. Since 
a r e l a t ion between Lie algebras and special functions provides 
ins igh t into special function theory, we f i r s t consider a four 
dimensional Lie algebra § ( a , b ) . 
For any pai r of complex numbers (a,b) define the four-
dimensional Lie algebra with basis J ,'J ,J , E. by 
2-3 3 .+ + r .+ ;J , (2.2.3) [ j \ f ] = 2a^/ - b5 , [ r , j - ] =lJ-,[j\^]=[j".£]=[j,6]=e. 
where [ , ] is the commutator bracket and 0 is the additive 
identity element. Relation (2.2.3) define a Lie algebra [59]. 
We have the fol]owing isomorphisms: 
(2.2.4) -§'(l,0)=dL(2)€)(£ ),^(0,1)SL[G(0,1)],:^(0,0) = L(T3)©(£ ) 
where^^^is one dimensional Lie algebra generated by £ . Here 
sJL(2) = L [ S L ( 2 ) ] is the space of all 2x2 complex matrices with 
trace zero. SL(2) is a special linear group of 2x2 nonsingular 
matrices 
a b 
g = ( ) , a,b,c,d e (i, 
c d 
such that det g = 1. The abstract group G(0,1) consists of 
all 4x4 matrices of the form 
g = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
ce-^ 
e^ 
0 
0 
a 
b 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
, a,b,c,7 £ ^  ' 
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The Lie a lgebra L [ G ( 0 , 1 ) ] of Lie group G(0 , l ) c o n s i s t s of a l l 
the ma t r i ce s of the type [ 5 9 ] 
0 X2 X4 x ^ 
a = 
0 X3 x^ 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
» X , X2 » X - , x^ G 7 - , 
"J 
with Lie product [ a , p ] = ap - p a , a,p e L [ G ( 0 , 1 ) ] . 
The mat r ix group T^ i s the s e t of a l l 4x4 m a t r i c e s 
g = 
^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e-^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e^ 
0 
a' 
1 
b 
1 
b , c , J ^ ^ 
and is a three dimensional complex Lie group. L(T^) is a Lie 
algebra of T^ and can be identified with the space of matrices 
of the form 
a = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-^3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 0 
^l'^2'^3 ^  f 
Recall that if "y is a Lie algebra and "j 1 » "jo ^^^ subalgebras 
of "^ , then V is the direct sum of "^, and "^2* J ~ 7•, ® ^2' 
if considered as a vector space "^ is the direct sum of its 
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subspaces w , , y P , and further, [a,,ap] = 0 for all o( i^ J , 
MILLER [59] has shown that there are only three distinct 
Lie algebras of the form a,b), upto isomorphism. -Ve recall 
([59], p.37). 
LEMMA 
^(a,b) = 
•5(1.0) if a 7^  0 
^(0,1) if a = 0, b i^  0 
•§(0,0) if a = b = 0 
However equa t ions ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) a l so determine r e l a t i o n s h i p s between 
non-isomorphic a l g e b r a s "5( 1,0) , j ( 0 , l ) and "5^(0,0) by in t roduc ing 
the technique of c o n t r a c t i o n . 
Let "^ be an n-dimensional complex Lie a lgebra vA;ith b a s i s 
J a . l , i = 1,2, , n . The s t r u c t u r e c o n s t a n t s C . of 'jf 
r e l a t i v e to t h i s b a s i s may be w r i t t e n as 
(2.2.5) [a^,aj] = E C^^ a^, i,j = 1,2, 
K — X 
, n 
X 
by 
Let P = (P-) is a non-singular nxh complex mat 
We can define a new basis ja. \ for "j 
/ n I 
trix 
(2.2.6) a^  = .S Pi <^a.' i = 1»2, , n 
In terms of this new basis, we write structure constants 
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( 2 . 2 . 7 ) C. 
i j 
n 
E 
l , h , r = l 
1 K T. 1 1^ 
P P C (P~^) 
i , j , l< = 1,2, 
I n t r o d u c i n g a one-parameter family P ( t ) of nons ingu l a r m a t r i c e s 
de f ined f o r a l l v a l u e s of i> 0 in such a way t h a t t he ma t r ix 
e lements P^ ^ ( t ) a re cont inuous in t . Suppose t h i s family has 
the p roper ty t h a t the l i m i t s 
( 2 . 2 . 8 ) C?*; = lim Z 
-" t—> 0 l , h , r = l 
p[ ( t ) P l^-t) c\^{P~\t))l 
i . j . k = 1 ,2 , 
e x i s t . Again, i t may be shown t h a t J c . . I a re the s t r u c t u r e 
constants of an n-d imensional Lie a lgebra (See SALETAN [74]) 
Now two cases a r i s e : 
I f lim P ( t ) = P° 
t-> 0 
where P° is a nonsingular matrix then C.. are structure 
constants for j relative to the basis 
(2.2.9) a? = I (P°)i a, 
^ i=l ^ -
But if lim P('fc) is a singular matrix or if the limit 
• t - ^ O 
o k does not e x i s t , the c o n s t a n t s C . . may be s t r u c t u r e c o n s t a n t s 
for an n-d imens iona l Lie a lgebra j which i s not isomorphic to j 
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In such a case ^  is a contraction of j . 
If a ;^  0 and b is arbitrary, we can always find 
basis for the Lie algebra j(1,0) from the above Lemma in the 
form (2.2.3) given above. 
If a > 0 in (2.2.3) , we get in the limit either 
3^(0,1) or ^(0,0) depending on whether or not b = 0. 
•5(i»o) 
-^ioTT) •^(0,0) 
To find an irreducible complex representation f of y(a,b^ 
in terms of linear differential operators acting on a space of 
C°° functions of two variables, we define the differential 
operators J , j", J , E by 
f(j-') = J^ f(j") = J", fii^) = j \ f (6 ) = E. 
Since f is the representation of iy(a,b) these operators must 
satisfy 
3 .+-(2.2.10) [J'*",J"] = 2a^J -bE, [J ,J-] = +J-, [J-,E] = [J ,E] = 0 
The number of possible solutions of (2.2.10) is tremendous 
For convenience, we assume that these operators take the form 
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(2.2.11) ^ = ^ ' ^ - = e - M i ^ - k(x) ^  + j(x)), r. := 
y 
where \x is complex constant and l<,j are functions of x to be 
determined. (2.2.11) is a natural generalization of angular 
momentum operators related to 0^. 
(2.2.11) satisfy all the commutation relations (2.2.10) 
+ — 2 ^ 
except [j , J ] = 2a J - bE. This last relation is satisfied 
provided that 
(2.2.12) d k ^ + [ k ( x ) ] = - a^ - ^ + k(x)j(x) = - | ^ ^ 
Thus to find all operators of the form (2.2.11) it is sufficient 
to find ail the solutions of equations in (2.2.12). Equations 
in (2.2.12) can be solved for the algebras ;^ ( 1,0) , :§(0,1) and 
5(0,0). 
For J^dtO) Equations (2.2.12) have the solutions 
k(x) = Cot (x+p) 
J^ ^^  = Sin^+p) J 
or 
k(x) = i 
j(x) = q^  
-IX 
w here p,q are complex constants and i = V^l. 
For •^(0.1) Solutions of (2.2.12) are 
-1 k(x) = (x+p) 
(x) =_2^_ylJ<+£l 
x+p 
or 
k(x) ^  0 
j(x) = - ^ ^ q 
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where p and q are complex constants. 
For ^iO.O) Solution of (2.2.12) are 
lc(x) = (x+p) 
J(x) = T ? 
-1 
x+p 
or 
k(x) = 0 
j(x) = q 
where p and q are complex constants. 
Next we consider a vector in the representation space 
of f which is an eigen vector of J with eigen value n that 
is, C" function f (x,y) such that 
J^^n^^^y") =h} ^n^^'y) = " ^n^^'^^ 
From ( 2 . 2 . 1 1 ) , f ^ (x ,y ) = g^( x) e^"^ where g^( x) i s a C' 
func t ion of x. 
The ope ra to r 
C, . = J"^  J" + a^J^J^ - a^J^ - b A a, D 
commutes with eve ry element of J ijiafb)), Since f is assumed 
i r r e d u c i b l e , i t fo l lows t h a t 
( 2 . 2 . 1 3 ) Ca,b = ^ I ^^^ ^ a , b ^n^^'^^ = ^ f n ^ ^ ' ^ ) 
where^ is a complex constant and depends on a,b and J . 
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Computing C , for different cases we get g (x) . Once g (x) 
a,D n n 
is determined, equation (2.2,13) becomes a system of second order 
partial differential equations for the basis functions f (x,y). 
Since f (x,y) = Q-^C x) e"^ the dependence on y can be factored 
out and the relations simplify to a system of second order ordinary 
differential equations for the functions g (x), which will turn 
out to be special functions and the action of f will yield 
recurrence relations, generating functions and addition theorems 
for these functions. 
2,3 The Confluent Hyperqeometrlc Functions aind Representations 
Of A Four-Parameter Lie Group 
In two recent papers Vilenkin has applied the representation 
theory of the real unimodular group of second order matrices to 
derive a series of addition theorems and integral representations 
for hypergeometric functions, [84], [85 ]. The three parameters 
on which these functions depend are allowed to take on complex 
values, in contrast to the usual treatments of special functions 
via group theory. In this Chapter we shall apply Vilenkin's method 
to a different group to obtain analogous relations for the conflu-
ent hypergeometric functions. Some of these relations are inte-
resting and all are obtained with a minimum of computation. 
We shall be concerned with the real four-parameter solvable 
Lie group G with elements 
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( 2 . 3 . 1 ) 
1 b c 
0 a a 
0 0 1 
a , b , c r e a l , a > 0. 
The product of two group e lements i s given by o rd ina ry 
m a t r i x m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , so t h a t i f QitQo ^ ^* then 
( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
^1^2 = 
b.a2+b2 c,+C2+b,a2 
0 aj^a2 
0 0 
a .+a .32 
The identity element e of G is the identity matrix. 
If ge. G is given by (2.3.1), there is a unique g~ £ G given 
by 
(2.3.3) -1 
-a" b -c+a~ at 
a 
0 0 
-1 
-a-^a 
such that gg" = g~ g = e, 
It is well known that the confluent hypergeometric functions are 
limiting cases of the Gauss hypergeometric functions : 
(2.3.4) 
^(a,c;x) = lim F( a,b;c; x/b) , a,c j«^  0,-1,-2, ... , 
b —> oo 
x^y(a,a-b+l;x)= lim F(a,b;c;l-c/x), 
C > oo 
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(See [ 2 8 ] for the n o t a t i o n ) . This behaviour i s r e f l e c t e d in 
the f a c t that the Lie algebra of G i s a contract ion of the 
Lie algebra of the real general l i n e a r group of second order 
matrices ( see the introduction in [ ^ 8 ] ) . Although most of 
the r e l a t i o n s for the 0 and j funct ions given in t h i s Chapter 
could be derived from V i l e n k i n ' s r e s u l t s for the F funct ions 
and a judic ious use of ( 2 . 3 . 4 ) , i t i s simpler and more i n s t r u c t i v e 
to obtain these r e l a t i o n s d i r e c t l y from a study of the represen-
ta t ion theory of G. 
Let J be the c l a s s of C°° funct ions f on the rea l 
l i n e such that 
litn 
1x1-
hxl 
f (x) |e = 0 
for complex z. We define the representation T , w .£ ^  , 
of G on ^  ' by 
(2.3.5) [Ag)f](x) = e'^ ^^ ''''^ f^(ax+b), g ^  G, f ^ / 
It is easily verified that 
1*^ (9192) = T'^CQI) 1^ (^92) » 91.92^ ^ ; 
M 
so that T is indeed a representation of G. (From now on we 
shall omit the superscript w). 
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We s h a l l now apply V i l e n k i n ' s method to the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
T to ob ta in informat ion about s p e c i a l f u n c t i o n s . Define 
<a> e G, a > 0 , by 
( 2 . 3 . 6 ) <a> = 
1 0 0 
0 ct 0 
0 0 1 
S i n c e <oc,> . <a2> = ^°^i ^n^ * otitOto ^ ^ ' ^^^ e l e m e n t s <a> 
g e n e r a t e a subgroup H of G. We wish to f ind a s e t of b a s i s 
f unc t i ons for ^ such t h a t the o p e r a t o r s T(<a>) , a > 0 , are 
d i a g o n a l i z e d . This w i l l be accomplished by the use of the Mel l in 
t ransform.- The m a t r i x e lements of the o p e r a t o r s T ( g ) , g e G, 
with r e s p e c t to these b a s i s f u n c t i o n s w i l l turn ou t to be 
con f luen t hypergeometr ic f u n c t i o n s . 
Given f'^'T , we def ine the Mell in t r ans fo rms F^ , F_ 
by 
F + ( ^ ) = / x ' ^ f ( x ) d x s / " x ^ f (x )dx , 
0 —oo 
( 2 . 3 . 7 ) 
+0O 
^ 
F {^) =fx^ f{-x)dx=f x__ f ( x ) d x , Re ^ > - 1 
~ 0 -°° 
We can recover f by applying the inverse Mellin transform, [ 81 ] 
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( 2 . 3 . 8 ) f (x ) ='1 
^ / F ^ ( / l ) x d^ , X > 0 , 
Y-ioo 
77 / F (/^ ) (-x) d^ , X < 0, 
Here , Y > - !• The ac t i on of G on ^ induces a r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
of G on the f u n c t i o n s F , F_ : 
( 2 . 3 . 9 ) g F^ {A) = / " x ^ [ T ( g ) f ] ( x ) d x , 
Making use of ( 2 . 3 . 5 ) and ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) , we e a s i l y ob ta in 
—oo Y"" i°° 
+ 2 ^ / ^ e'^ ^^ -^^ ^^  d x / \ (ax+b)/ Fj^i)d^ , 
Y- ic 
( 2 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
F ( ^ ) = 2 ^ / x^ e'^^^^-^^^ d x / (ax+b) ^ F ( ^ ) d ^ 
—oo Y—loo 
^ / x f e " ( ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ d x / \ (axfb)_ F_ (^ )d^ . 
<a> -A -1 
Note t h a t F , = a F , a > 0 . 
+ 
94 • <^a • 
L e t US suppose t h a t i t i s p o s s i b l e to i n t e r c h a n g e the 
o r d e r of i n t e g r a t i o n in the m u l t i p l e i n t e g r a l s o c c u r i n g in 
( 2 . 3 . 1 0 ) . Then, we have 
g Y+i** 
F+( / i ) = / _ [ i<^+(; i . ,^ ;w;g)F^(i i )+K^__(/? ,^;w;g)F ]d^i , 
y—ico ~ ~\^ 
( 2 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
g Y + i ~ 
F_(/? ) = / [K ( ^ t i ; u ) ; g ) F (ii)+K ( ; i , ^ , w ; g ) F ( ^ ) ] d ^ 
Y - i " ~ ^ 
-J{-1 wc 
K++( ^ , ^ ; w ; g ) / y (y+b) . e d y , 
0 ^ 
2Tii 
- ^ - 1 wc 
A - ^ i - l way/a 
( 2 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
K ^ ( x l , t i ;w;g) = ^ ^ - 2 ^ ^ — / y'^J y+b)_ e dy , 
-A-l wc , / 
e "" -^ - ^ l - l -May/a 
K_+( ;} ,^ i ;w;g ) = —2:jj^^ / y ( - y + b ) ^ e dy , 
- ^ - 1 wc 
K (^^,t i ;w,g) = °^  - ^ e r'-^f u ^ • ^ • ^ - w a y / a 2T:T / y ( -y+b) e dy, 
L e t t he v e c t o r f* and the m a t r i x K be d e f i n e d by 
( 2 . 3 . 1 3 ) K = 
K-.4. ^ . 
K ^ K 
— + -
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With t h i s n o t a t i o n , ( 2 . 3 . 1 1 ) can be w r i t t e n in the convenien t 
form 
Y+i°° ( 2 . 3 . 1 4 ) p^ ( ; i ) = / | < ( ^ , ^ ; u ) ; g ) p ( n ) d n . 
Y-ioo 
Since T is a representation of G, we easily obtain the 
important formal relation 
Y+i~ 
(2.3.15) }^{ A,\^\^\Qi<52) = / . |<('^ »^ ;w;g^ )^ (>',Vi;u);g2)c3P^  
Y—ioo 
9^,92^ G. 
In general it is not permissible to interchange the order 
of integration, and equations (2.3.14) and (2.3.15) are not valid. 
However, for certain choices of y^ _,n,w and g some of the 
integrals in equations (2.3.10) converge absolutely and, by means 
of Fubini's theorem, the corresponding elements of the matrix 
|C(/l,H;w;g) can be defined. Different matrix elen»nts will 
normally have distinct, even disjoint, domains of definition. 
Formula (2.3.15) contains four distinct equations. It is 
not difficult to show that, if the matrix elements on both sides 
of one of these equations are defined for a suitable choice of 
/]»^  »w>Y»gi tQot then the integral converges and the ecuation 
is valid. Formula (2.3.15) and its consequences are chief cor.cern 
of this Chapter. 
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2 , 4 Calculat ion of the Matrix Elements 
We s h a l l now cojnpute the m a t r i x e lements of j/C and the 
domains in which they can be d e f i n e d . A group element g ^ G 
def ined by ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) can be denoted as 
g = [ a , b , c , a ] . 
Consider the group elements j(a) = [a,0,0,l], where 
a ^ 0. A straight forward computation from (2,3.12) yields 
i^ +^ -C/TfRJ^ ; j(a)) = 2 n ^"^^^ I (;\-n), Re wa < 0,Re(^ -ti) >C^ 
(2.4.1) K ^ ( ^ ,^;w;j(a))=K_^(^,^;w;j(a))^ 0, 
T 1 \^-^ - _ 
^^Jyi *\^j^\3i^) = ^ n "^^ ^ \JA-\^) , Re wa > 0,Re(^-^) > 0^  
For the d e f i n i t i o n and p r o p e r t i e s of the gamma f u n c t i o n 
see [ 2 8 ] , Chapter 1. 
Define the group element h(b) by h(b) = [ 0 , b , 0 , l ] . 
If b > 0 , we ob ta in 
K^^{A,v^;^'Mh)) = 1 ^ nVitl) m-^)^ Rg i^ > Re/?> - i , 
^+J^ , t i ;u);h(b)) = 0 , 
( 2 - 4 . 2 ) ^ _ ^ 
K . ( ^ ] , ^ ; u ) ; h ( b ) ) = | - r [ j j -^^^ 1^-^^^ , R e ^ > - l ,Re ^ < 0 
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^ - l ^ 
K _(;?,H;a);h(b)) = | -T iL^lS^zA^ ^^^]< Re ^ < 0 , 
Further , 
(2.4.3) 
K. , ( / l , ^ ; w ; h ( - b ) ) = K _ _ ( ^ , l i ; w ; h ( b ) ) , 
K _ - M ' ^ ^ ' ' ^ i ' ^ ^ ' = ) ) = K ( ^ . t i ; u ) ; h ( b ) ) , 
J<+_(/^^^^J'^J^^(-'^)) = K _ _ ^ ( ^ , l i ; a ) ; h ( b ) ) , 
K_+(/^ , l i ; w ; h ( - b ) ) = 0. 
L e t g = [ a , b , 0 , l ] , where b > 0 , a 7^  0 . Then we ha ve 
Re aw < 0 , R e ^ > - 1 , 
^+JAf\^i'^f9)^ 0< 
( 2 . 4 . 4 ) 
^ ^^^ r(;?-u+i) 
K ( / ? , l i ; w ; g ) = 
J-^ -wab 
2TXi 
Re ^ < 0 , Rey/> - 1 , 
iT-^i) V(-Vi,yJ-^+i;wab) , 
Re wa > 0 , Re 11 < 0 , 
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Here, the confluent hypergeometrie functions (f) and ^ 
appear in the form of their integral representations, See [28 ], 
Chapter 6 .* 
( ^ (^ ; l i ; x ) = — - H = ^ / e u 1-u du, 
Re ti > R e ^ > 0 , 
( 2 . 4 . 5 ) 
Y(^.,ti;x) = - ! - / e t (1+t) dt, 
IM) 0 
ReA> 0 , Re X > 0 . 
Define group e lements g and g by 
g = [ a , b , 0 , l ] , g" = [ - a , - b , 0 , l ] , b > 0 , a ^ 0. I t i s 
easy to show t h a t 
K^+(/ l»^iw;g) = K__( / i , i i ;w;g) , 
K ^ ( / ^ , ^ ; w ; g ) = K;__^(^ ,^ ;w;g) , 
( 2 . 4 . 6 ) 
^_+ /^i'^ '^'^ '9^ - °» 
K__(/)»^^»'^ig) = K ( ^ , t i ; w ; g ) 
CHAPTER 3 
MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATIONS AND GENERATING 
FUNCTIONS OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
3.0 Introduction 
The fundamental properties of special functions can be 
deduced by relating those functions to the representation theory 
of ^(0,0) ,^(0,1) and;^(l,0). In general, we will trv to find 
realizations of the irreducible representation ^ of J^^ (.-),b) civen 
in Chapter 2, such that V becomes a vector space of analytic 
functions and the operators J (a), a (^J^(a,b), form a Lie algobra 
of analytic differential operators acting on V. In the present 
Chapter we shall show that associated Laguerre polynomials are 
related to the representation theory of^(0,1). These polynomials 
appear in two distinct ways: as matrix elements of local irreducible 
representation of G(0,1) and as basis functions for irreducible 
representations of j^(0,l). The first relationship will yield 
addition theorems, and the second will yield generating r'unctions. 
In section 3.1, an irreducible representation of^(C,l) is 
determined. A realization of this representation is obtained m 
i 3 
such a way t h a t the o p e r a t o r s J , J , E become the l i n e a r 
d i f f e r e n t i a l o p e r a t o r s a c t i n g on vec to r space of func t ions of r^n? 
complex v a r i a b l e . Then we extend t h i s r e a l i z a t i o n to a n u l t i o l i e r 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of G(0,1) def ined on CJIL, the complex v - c t o r soace 
of a l l e n t i r e a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s of z . The o p e r a t o r s ^\'^) are 
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written and then the representat ion property 
B(g^g2)f = 8 ( 9 ^ [B(g2) f ] 
for a l l f ^ cL and a l l g-,,g2<^ G(0,1) leads to the addit ion 
theorem of assoc ia ted LaguerTe polynomials . 
In sec t ion 3 . 3 , we determine the m u l t i p l i e r r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
[ T ( g ) f ] ( x , y ) of SL(2) corresponding to J o p e r a t o r s given in 
sect ion 3 . 2 . The matrix elements are computed and thus g e n e r a t i n g 
funct ions for assoc ia ted Laguerre polynomials a re o b t a i n e d . 
Our aim i s to p rovide a s imple , i n t r i n s i c c o n s t r u c t i o n of 
representat ion of Laguerre polynomials by writ ing J - o p e r a t o r s , 
which generate a Lie a lgebra isomorphic to s x ( 2 ) . In tarms of 
these f i r s t order l inear d i f f e r e n t i a l operators , we determine a 
m u l t i p l i e r representat ion [T( g) f ] ( x,y) , g £ S L ( 2 ) . 3y choosing 
f ( x , y ) in a cer ta in way th i s mul t ip l i e r r e p r e s e n t a t i o n l eads us 
to generating funct ions of Laguerjre polynomials . A few s o e c i a l 
cases of i n t e r e s t are a lso d i scussed . 
3 .1 An Irreducible Representation ofJ^(O.l) 
The irreducib le representat ion 'f of ^ ( 0 , 1 ) i s def ined 
for each u, \i6.C- such that |i ?^  0 . The spectrum S of ^ is 
S = / -w+n : n a nonnegative integer > 
and there i s a bas i s ffm> rn^Sj for the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n soace V 
with the propert ies 
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(Here f ^ ^ ^ ^ - O , so J" f,^ = 0.) 
We can const ruct a r e a l i z a t i o n of th i s represen ta t ion such 
tha t J—, J , E take the form of l i nea r d i f f e r e n t i a l operators 
J =/?+ z ^ , E = ti, J = i^z, J ' = ~ + ^ , ^ 3 ^ ; ^ , 
acting on a space of functions of one complex variable. Namely, 
we designate by 'T^the space of all finite linear combin=^ tions of 
the functions h (z) = z'^ , n = 0,1,2, , and define operators 
on Ay setting y^ = -w, c^  = 0 in the above equations: 
(3.1.1) J = - w + z ^ , E = |i, J'*"=^z, J " = - ^ . 
The basis vectors f of / are defined by f (z) = h„(z) = z 
m ' m n 
where m = -w + n and n 2 0. These operators and basis vectors 
s a t i s f y the r e l a t i o n s 
n+1 
(3.1.2) 
J f^ = (^ z)z = HZ = ^ if^ L^' 
d n __n-l 
J fm = ti^ =-' = (--) Vl' 
E f„ = uf„ m ^ m 
for all m<£.S. Relations (3.1.2) yield a realization of ^ 
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We can extend this realization to a multiplier representatior, 
of G(0,1) defined on c^, the complex vector sapce of all entire 
analytic functions of z. Obviously, c^ is invariant under the 
operators (3.1.1) and contains subspace. According to 
Theorem (1.4.11) of Chapter 1, the operators (3.1.1) induce a local 
multiplier representation B of G(0,l) acting on the space of 
all functions analytic in a neighbourhood of z = 0. However, it 
will turn out that B(g)f^ c( for all f^ c^  , g^G(0,l), so 
without loss of generality, we can restrict B to ci- . 
Since the differential operators 
T3 d „ ,+ _— d 
^ = "»o "*• ^  d5 ' ^  = '^' "^  = pz, J = -^ 
are formally identical with the operators 
q + ± J. . ± 3 
[J ,J ] « + J , [J ,J ] = -E, [J ,E] = [J ,E] = 0, 
for the case m + w = 0, the action of G(0,1) on ci induced 
by these differential operators is obtained from the corresponding 
result (See [59], p.81, Eq. (4.5)) by setting m = -w. Thus, 
we have operators B(g) defined for all g<£G(0,l), such that 
(^bz+a)-u)J „ „ , 
(3.1.3) [B(g)f] = e f (e^  z + e^c), f^ cK 
The multiplier X is given by X(z,g) = expC^bz+^a-wCr ]. Clearly, 
if f^ ci , i.e., if f is an entire function of z, then B(g)f 
is an entire function of zj therefore the space ci: is invariant 
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under the operators 6 ( g ) . Furthermore, the operators B(g) are 
defined on c< for a l l g£.G(0,l) and sat is fy the representation 
property 
(3 .1 .4 ) B(g^g2)f = ^{g^)[B{g^)f] 
for all f^c^ and all g^,g2<£G(0,l). Equation (3.1.4) is a 
consequence of Theorem (1.4.11) of Chapter 1. However, it is 
simple to verify its validity directly. Thus, if g. and g2 
have coordinates (aj^ ,bj^ ,C2, J.) and (a2»b2,C2»o^ ), respectively, 
"^1 "'^l "^1 then g.gg has coordinates (a.+a2+e ^i^o* ^V^^ b2,c.+e C2; 
^ 1 •*• ^ 2 ^ ^^^ ^ ® ^^"*^ 
B(gjL)[B(g2)f](z) = exp[^ b^ z+^ la^  - (a'J^]iB{g^)f]{e z^+e ^ c^) 
•^ 1 ^1 
= exp[n(bj^+e b2)z+vL(aj|^ +a2+e Cj^ b2) 
.03(3^+72)].f(e 1 2 ^+e ^ 2 (c^+e ^ c^)) 
[B(gjLg2)f](z) 
for a l l f <^  c t 
Every function f in c-^  has a unique power series 
expansion 
« n J 
f(z) = E a^ z , a„^/^. 
n=0 " 
convergent for all Z,^JL. Thus, the basis functions h (z) = 2", 
r ' n 
n 2 0, of T^form an analytic basis for c^. With respect to t h i s 
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ana ly t i c basis the matrix elements BfluCs) ^i^^ defined by 
( 3 . 1 . 5 ) [B(g)h^](z) = E B^j^(g)h^(z), g ^ G ( 0 , l ) , k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
o r , form ( 3 . 1 . 3 ) , 
Vi(bz+a)+(k-a))3 k » j^ 
(3 .1 .6 ) e (z+c) = E B/). (g)z . 
^=0 ^'^ 
The group property (3 .1 .4) leads to the addit ion theorem 
oo 
(3 .1 .7 ) B^(g^g2) = E B^j(g^) Bjj^(g2), i ' .k > 0, gj_,g2'^ G ( 0 , l ) . 
The matrix elements BA. (g) are easily determined by expanding 
the left-hand side of (3.1.6) in a power series in z and 
0 
computing the coefficient of z"^ . The result is 
|ia+(-uH-k)J -^ -k ^,hr^^ ul /] 
(3.1.8) B^(g) = e (^ b) L (^ -^ i^ s;/ sj (k-s)|' ^'^ ^ ^ 
where the (finite) sum is taken over all non-negative integral 
values of s such that the summand is defined. We can express 
these matrix elements in terms of known special functions. 
Comparison of (3.1.8) with (1.6.17) of Chapter 1 yields 
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Bj^^(g) 
I k £ 
exp[^ ia+(k-co):7l k / „ 
U - i ) i l l ^ 
if k 2 5 2 0, 
( 3 . 1 . 9 ) 
i-k 
B^,(g) = ^xP l^^ /^il^ y^)^! (,b) " ^F^(-k;^k.l;-^bc) 
if £ 2 !< 2 0. 
The m a t r i x e l e m e n t s can a l s o be w r i t t e n in t he c o n v e n i e n t form 
[ ia+(k-a))J k - ^ ( k - 1 ) 
( 3 . 1 . 1 0 ) Bj2^(g) = e ^ ^ j? ( - ^ b c ) , ^,1>0, 
(n) 
where the functions LQ are the associated Laguerre oolynomials 
Substituting (3.1.10) into (3.1.6) and simplifying, we oDtain t.ne 
generating function 
(3.1.11) 
- b z k oo 
e (Z+1) = E 
i=o 
L^ (b)z-^ 
Note The g r e a t s i m i l a r i t y be tween t h e e x p r e s s i o n s f o r mr- t r ix 
e l e m e n t s of T and the m a t r i x e l e m e n t s of R((JO, m , \x) (See ^^ 5"^  , 
p . 8 3 , E q s . ( 4 . 1 2 ) , ( 4 . 1 3 ) ) . The m a t r i x e l e m e n t s comnuted h e r e can \r 
o b t a i n e d from t h e e a r l i e r r e s u l t s by s e t t i n g T= 0 nna rf^  s t r i e *in ' i 
t he i n d i c e s ^ , k to n o n - n e g a t i v e i n t e g r a l v a l u e s . 
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In a c c o r d a n c e wi th our u s u a l p r o c e d u r e , we can o b t a i n 
i d e n t i t i e s f o r t he a s s o c i a t e d L a g u e r r e p o l y n o m i a l s by s u b s t i t u t i n g 
( 3 . 1 . 1 0 ) i n t o the a d d i t i o n t heo rem ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) . 
The r e s u l t s a r e ( a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n ) 
( 3 . 1 . 1 2 ) e 
- c ^ b 2 n (n ) 
J -£ ( j - 2 ) ^ + n - j (C + n- j ) 
= S ( C , ) L^ [ b , c K C ^ ) L . [b^C2] 
where n,Jl are i n t e g e r s , £ 2 C), l + n 2 0 , and b , , b 2 , c , C 2 ^ ^ . 
Comparing ( 3 . 1 . 1 0 ) and ( 3 . 1 . 8 ) we can e a s i l y d e r i v e the 
r e l a t i o n s 
n ^^) / 
C ^ L ^ ( b c ) / ^ ^ = 
( 3 . 1 . 1 3 ) 
ro 
- n 
m, 
i f n > 0 , 
i f n < 0 , 
n ^") / 
r ( n - f l ) ^ n i f n > 0 , 
i f n < 0 
These relations can be used to derive identities for the associated 
Laguerre polynomials which are simple consequences of (3.1.12). 
Thus, if C-j^  = b^ = 0, C^ = 1 , b, = x, (3.1.12) reduces to 
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(n) 
L ^ (x) = 
j=0 
j l+n 
3 I " ^j+n^ i f n 2 0 , 
( - x ) " Z t r ^ T / ( ) i f n l O , ! Z + n > 0 , 
j=0 ^^'^^'' j 
which i s the s e r i e s expansion f o r the a s s o c i a t e d Laguerjfe oo lynomia ' 
For C, = 0 , C^ = 1 , b, = X, b^ = y ( 3 . 1 . 1 2 ) r e d u c - s to 
(n) 
(x^y) = E - 4 ^ L ( y ) , 
j=0 -^  / ^ J 
and i f C, = 1 , C^ = 0 , b, = x, b^ = y , i t becomes 
L . (x+y) = e^ Z - U ^ L/? (x ) • 
^ j=0 j / " £ 
For C, = -C^ = 1 , b, = X, b^ = -y the resulting 
'1 ~ ^ 2 
expressions are 
/ \ n oo <2-J (J-O (1-n-j) 
n/ j=0 
I (X) L. (y), 
for all ^2 "^2 0» ^^ d 
j (j-fi) (£+n-j) 
j=0 * 'J 
for all £,n 2 0. If C^ = C2 = 1, b^^ = x, b2 = y, 
0 = r (-1) L^ (x) L, (y), 
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we obtain 
e'V L^ [^ (x+y)] 
« (j-£) (£+n-j) 
E LA (X) L. (y) 
j=0 ^ J 
3.2 Differential Operators 
We begin by considering the Laguerre differential equation 
(3.2.1) [x - ^ + (1+a-x) ~ +n]u(x) = 0, dx 
whose two s o l u t i o n s are given by 
(a) 
( 3 . 2 . 2 ) u , ( x ) = L (x) 
•1- n 
fTl+g+n) p 
[Tl+n) Rl+a) 1 ^ 
r -n 
1+a ; 
and 
(3.2.3) 
r -a-n ; 
U2(x) = X % F ^ X 
1-a -, 
Of these solutions of (3.2.1), the solution u, ( x) given by 
(3.2.2) is regular at x = 0. 
Substituting Y xn ^or n in (3.2.1), we construct a 
partial differential equation in the form: 
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(3.2.4) [x - ^ + (1+a-x) 1^ + y |^]f(x,y) = 0, 
dx 
so that, by observation 1 of Section 1.9, 
(3.2.5) fi(x,y) = y"" u^(x) 
and 
(3.2.6) f2(x»y) = y" vj2(x) 
are solutions of (3.2.4). 
We now seek linearly independent differential operators 
J , J and J~ each of the form 
^1^^'^^ "^ "^  A2(x,y) -^ + A^ix,Y) 
such that 
(3.2.7) J^ [y'' L^'^^x)] = VVi^)(x), 
(3.2.8) J-[y^ ll'^hx)] = b^y^-1 L[^^)(X) 
and 
(3.2.9) J^y" L^^^x)] n+1 L(«)(X) 
n' 
where a^, b and c are expressions in n which are independent 
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of X and y, but not necessarily of a. Each A'(x,y), 
i = 1,2,3, on the other hand, is an expression in x an--- y which 
is independent of n, but not necessarily of a. 
This necessitates the bringing into use of the recurrence 
relations (See [71], p. 202, Eq. (l) et seq.) 
(3.2.10) 1 ^ L^^^(x) = 4 [n L^^^x) - (a+n) L^^} (x)] 
and 
(3.2.11) ^ L^'^^x) =i[(x-cc-n-l)Lj^''^x) + ( n+l) L|^^|( x) ] . 
With the he lp of (3 .2 .10 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 1 1 ) , i t fo l lows from ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) , 
( 3 . 2 . 8 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) t h a t 
(3 .2 .12 ) J - = xy-1 h - h ' 
2 d J = x y - ^ + y ^ + (H-a -x )y 
1 3 — 
If we take y? = -^  ( a + l ) , we f ind t h a t the o p e r a t o r s J , J anc 
j"*" s a t i s f y the comnutation r e l a t i o n s 
-5 + " ^ 4 - '^ 
(3 .2 .13 ) [ J , J~] = ± J , [ J , J " ] = ^J • 
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Looking at the commutation r e l a t i o n s a l so s a t i s f i e d by the b a s i s 
vectors of sfi^, we conclude t h a t the J - o p e r a t o r s gene ra t e a 
Lie a lgebra isomorphic to sj^r,, Lie a lgebra of SLrj. 
In terms of the J - o p e r a t o r s , we i n t roduce the C a s i n n i r 
o p e r a t o r (See [ 5 9 ] , p.32) 
(3 .2 .14 ) C = J ^ J ' + J^J^ - J^ 
2 
r ^ I •, \ d d i 1 , 2 , \ 
= x[x —2 + (1+a-x) ^ + y 57;] + 4 (a -1) 
ox ' 
It is easy to verify that C commutes with J , J and j"^ . 
Equation (3.2.14) enables us to rewrite (3.2.4) as 
(3.2.15) Cf(x,y) = \ (a^-1) f(x,y). 
3.3 Multiplier Representation 
Now we turn our attention to determining the multiolier 
representation [T(g)f] (x,y), where 
a b 
(3.3.1) g = ( - ) "^  SLp , 
c d 
corresponding to the J-operators. 
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In order to determine the multiplier representation T 
r+v 
of SL^, we first compute the actions of exp (a'J ), evo(b'J~) 
and exp (c'J^) on f^A ^, z° = (x°,y°)^^. 
z 
To obtain exp(a'J )f, we (by Theorem (1.4.11) of 
Chapter 1) need to integrate the equations 
(3.3.2) ^ x(a') = x(a')y(a'), 
(3.3.3) d^ r y(a') = iy(a'): 
(3.3.4) ^ P ( a ' ) = ?(a')[l+a-x(a')]y(a'), da 
x(0) = x°,y(0) = y°, 9(0) = 1, 
giving 
(^^ ') = ih^Y ' V(a') = y ^ , 
(3.3.5) 
-a-1 
>?(a') = (1-a'y) exp(- f ^ ) , l^ 'yi < 1 
Therefore 
(3.3.6) [T(exp(a'j^))f](x,y) = [exp( a'J^) f ] ( x, y) 
-a-1 
= (1-a'y) exp(- f^)f(T-^S , T-V") » h'vl < ^  
" ^^ 1-a'y 1-a'y ' l-a'y^' ' '' 
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A similar computation yields 
(3.3.7) [T(exp(b'j'))f](x,y) = ^(irBy^ » Y-^') > \j-\ < 1^  
and 
-^  , (l/2)(a+l)c' 
(3.3.8) [T(exp(c'j^))f](x,y) =e f(x,ye^ ). 
Thus 
(3.3.9) [T(exp(a'j^)exp(b'j")exp(c'j^)jf](x,y) 
[T(exp(a'j^))T(exp(b'j"))T(exp(c'.i3))f](x, 
(l/2)(a+l)c' -a-1 
e (1-a'y) exp(- - f ^ - ) 
y 
c' 
,f(^ - ., xy ,—— (y-b'+a'b'Y)e , 
^^n^a'y)(y-b'+a'b'y) * 1-a'y '' 
Now, since we know that the elements 
0 - 1 0 0 ^ 1/2 C 
(3.3.10) j = (Q o), j' = (^^ Q ) , J = ( C -1/2^ 
obeying the commutation relations 
(3.3.11) [:^ ,j ] = + j , [j^,j~] = 2f 
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form a b a s i s for s l^* ai^ cl an e x p l i c i t computat ion shows t h a t 
j i j snd j genera te the one-parameter subgrouos: 
1 - a ' 1 0 
(3 .3 .12 ) e x p ( a ' j ^ ) = ( ) , e x p ( b ' j ' ) = ( ) , 
0 1 - b ' 1 
3 ^ ' ' ^ ' ° A 
e x p ( c ' j ^ ) = ( p . / o ) » a- , b ' , c ' ^ / 3 . 
0 e""^ ' 
we have 
( l + a ' b ' ) e ^ ' / 2 _ 3 . e - c 7 2 
( 3 . 3 . 1 3 ) e x p ( a ' j " ^ ) e x p ( b ' j " ) e x p ( c ' j 3 ) = ( ^, .^ I , , ) 
- b ' e e ' 
Again, since in the neighbourhood of the identity, every g ^ S L^ 
can be expressed as 
(3.3.14) g = exp(a'j"^ ) .exp(b'j").exp(c'j^) 
we get for this g, 
(3.3.15) [T(g)f](x,y) = [T( exp( a'j^) exp( b'j") exp( c ' j^ ) ) f ] ( x, y) 
With the he lp of ( 3 . 3 . 1 5 ) , ( 3 . 3 . 9 ) takes the form 
( l / 2 ) ( a + l ) c ' - a - 1 , 
(3 .316) [ T ( g ) f ] ( x , y ) = e ( l - a ' y ) exp ( - - f ^ f f - ) 
,f(., p. xy ( v - b ' + a ' b ' v ) e^ . 
' ^ ^ ( l - a ' y ) ( y - b ' + a ' b ' y ) ' TIT^y ) • 
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( l / 2 ) c ' 1 , , 
Now, s e t t i n g e ~ "d ' ^ ~ - b / d and b = - c d , and 
u s i n g the f a c t t h a t ad -bc = 1, we g e t 
( 3 . 3 . 1 7 ) [ T ( g ) f ] ( x , y ) = ( b y + d ) " ' ' " e x p ( - g ^ ) 
f( xy ay+c N 
^^ ( a y + c ) ( b y + d ) ' by+d ' ' 
( I H ^ I ' I f ^ l ] < 1 ' l a r g ( d ) l < IX, max 
a b 1 C 
where g = ( ) l i e s s u f f i c i e n t l y c l o s e to t he i d e n t i t y ( ~ 
c d 0 1 
of SL2 • 
3.4 Generating Functions 
To accomplish our job of obtaining generating functions, 
we search for the functions f(x,y) which satisfy (3.?.15). The 
following cases arise. 
Case 1. When f(x,y) is a common eigenfunction of C and J . 
Let f(x,y) be a solution of the simultaneous equations 
(3.4.1) Cf(x,y) = J (a2_i)f(x,y), 
(3.4.2) J^f(x,y)= (^ a + )^  + ^)f(x,y), 
which may be rewritten as 
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(3.4.3) [x - ^ + (1+a-x) 4- + y lT:]f(x,y) = 0, 
(3.4.4) (y 1^ ->^)f(x,y) = 0 
(3.4.3) and (3.4.4) yield 
(3.4.5) f(x,y) = y^L^^^(x) 
so that, by observation 3 of Section 1.9, we have 
(3.4.6) [T(g)f](x,y) = (by+d)"""" " (ay+c) e x p ( r ^ by+d 
(a) 
^ S> ^ ( ay+c; (by+d) ^ 
s a t i s f y i n g the r e l a t i o n 
1 / . 2 ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) C [ T ( g ) f ] ( x , y ) = j{a^-l)[T{g)f]{x,Y) 
If P i s not an i n t e g e r , ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) has an e x p a n s i o n of th? form: 
( 3 . 4 . 8 ) [ T ( g ) f ] ( x , y ) = E h ( g , x ) y P+n 
n=—oo 
1 ^ 1 < 1 , | | ^ 1 < 1 , - n < a r g ( a ) , a r g ( d ) < n, ^ d - b c = I 
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Considering that [T(g)f](x,y) is regular at x = 0, by 
observation 2 of Section 1.9, we have 
(3.4.9) h^(g,x) = j^(g) L^^^(x). 
To determine j" (g), we set x = 0 in (3.4.8), and with the 
help of (3.4.6) and (3.4.9), we have 
(3.4.10) (by.d)-"-^-\ay«)^ = T (l^-^* ^ ^^)^l* ^ j (,,; 
which, by ( 1 . 9 . 9 ) , y i e l d s (See ( 1 . 9 . 1 1 ) ) 
( 3 . 4 . 1 1 ) 3,(9) 
•2^1 
= ( . 1 ) " l k P ± n l / , n -a-P-n-lj n'^ 
f T i + P ) | l ( i + n ) ; 
->^ , a+>'+n+l ; 
1+n ; 
be 
ad 
Thus the g e n e r a t i n g funct ion ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) becomes 
_cc-;?-I ^ , (a) 
( 3 . 4 . 1 2 ) (1+ P-) (^-. ^) ovnrMiL 
d 
(^-^fy) ^><P(f7^)-Lp ((ay^c)7by^d) ) 
%L^%S^<-^>"^^"^^<^'^^W 
•2^1 
•>' ; a+-p+n+l ; 
l | ^ l < 1 . 1|T;I < 1, ad-bc = 1 
1+n ; 
be 
ad 
ay 
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I. 
The following special cases of (3.4.12) are worthy of note 
When a = d = y = 1 and c = 0, we have 
(3.4.13) (1-b) 
-a--P-l 
exD(- ^^) L^ "^  i-^) ~ (l+'^ )„ (a) Z 
n=0 
- L,,_(x)b , 
n / '^-p+n 
b\ < 1, 
which may be compared with the well known result (See [7R] , p.132, 
Eq.(7)). 
I I . 
When a = d = y = 1 and b = 0 , we have (See [ 5 7 ] , p . ^.5, 
£ q . ( l ) ; see a l s o [ 8 2 ] , p . 8 5 , H a . ( 9 ) ) 
-3? («) y °° (-cx-T^)^ (a ) n 
( 3 . 4 . 1 4 ) ( 1 - c ) L ^ ( y ^ ) = E ^ ^ j - ^ L^_^(x)C , | c | < 1 . 
The g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n ( 3 . 4 . 1 2 ) was o b t a i n e d u n d e r the a s s u m p t i o n 
t h a t p , a+P<^/iarG not i n t e g e r s . However, when >^  i s a n o n - n e a a ti'/<2, 
i n t e g e r , say V* = k, the g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n f o l l o w i n g from ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) 
i s 
( 3 . 4 . 1 5 ) ( l + § ^ ) M ^ ^ ^ . „ . / b x i L (^^f^) ^^P^W^)- ^k ( (ay.c)7by.d)) 
/ . h w . ^ - K ( « ) oo , n-k l a ) r, 7 
- k , a+n+1; 
- 1 
n=0 
•2fl 
n-k+1; 
be 
, 1^1 < 1, ad-bc = 1, 
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w hose validity is guaranteed by (1.9.11). 
Case 2. When f(x,y) is a common eigenfunction of the operators 
C and j". 
Let f(x,y) satisfy the equations 
(3.4.16) Cf(x,y) = i (a^-l)f(x,y) 
and 
(3.4.17) J"f(x,y) = -f(x,y), 
that is, the partial differential equations 
(3.4.18) [x - ^ + (1+a-x) ^ + V ^ ]f(x,y) = 0 
dx' 
and 
-1 d d (3.4.19) (xy "3^  - -^ + 1) f(x,y) = 0 
Assuming the general solution of (3.4.18) and (3.4.19) in the form 
(3.4.20) f(x,y) = e^k(xy) , 
and substituting this in (3.4.18), we get 
(3.4.21) [u ^  + (1+a) — +l]k(u) = 0 , u = xy. 
du 
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This is a modification of Bessels differential eauation and has 
for its solution (See [78], p.44, Eq.(ll)) 
-(|)a 
(3.4.22) k(u) = fTa+Du J^i^^^) = 0^1 -u 
a+1 ; J 
Thus 
(3.4.23) f(x,y) = e^ ^F^ 
-xy 
a+1 ; 
and therefore 
-a-1 
3^.4.24) [T(g)f](x,y) =(by+d) exp( ^^byT"^ 
0^1 
xy 
a+l; (by+d) 
satisfies 
(3.4.25) C[T(g)f](x,y) = i (a^-l) [T(g)f](x,y) 
Since [T(g)f](x,y) is analytic at y = 0, it can be expanded 
in the form 
(3.4.26) [T(g)f](x,y) = E P„(g)L^ (x)y . 
n=0 " " 
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To compute the coefficients p (g) , we put x = 0 in (1.4.26'', 
and we have 
-a-1 (1+a) 
(3.4.27) (by+d) exp(f^) = j:_^ — ^ p^(g)y . 
n=0 
Upon comparing ( 3 . 4 . 2 7 ) vvith the f a m i l i a r g e n e r a t i n g func t ion 
(a) n 
- a - 1 
xt S L^ ( x ) t = ( 1 - t ) e x p ( f ^ ) 
n=0 " ^"-^ 
we find that 
I c/d -l-oc n (a) , 
(3.4.28) p^(g) = n S ^ e d ( - ^ ) L^  ( ^ ) . 
Thus the generating function (3.4.26) assumes the form: 
(3.4.29) (1*^)'^' e^pllll,,:r^}oh _XX. 
a+1 •, (by+d' 
°° I (a) (a) 1 u n , 
n=0 ^ n 
For b = i /fw and d = - i / fw , i = ^ / ^ l , ( 3 . 4 . 2 9 ) immei i^ te ly 
y i e l d s the Hi l l e -Hardy formula (See [ 7 8 ] , p . 8 4 , '£q.(18)) in t. 
form (See a l so [ 7 8 ] , p . 1 3 5 , Eq. (17) with p = a) 
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( 3 . 4 . x ) - a - 1 (1-y) exp ( - 1-y ^ 0^1 
1+ct 
coxy 
1 - y ) ' 
CHAPTER 4 
GROUP-THEORETIC ORIGIN OF CERTAIN 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
4.0 Introduction 
Many of the mathematical functions which arise in applied 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, statistics and engineering are 
often called the special functions of mathematical physics. The 
above mentioned special functions are associated with the names 
of Legendre, Gegenbauer, Jacobi, Hermite, Laguerre, I chebycheff. 
Bessel and others. These functions have been studied bv many 
research workers for illustrations of theories developed in 
mathematical analysis (including the theory of differential 
equations) and also by scientists, engineers and others for useful 
applications. It has been found that a great many of the proper-
ties of special functions which appear in the form of summations 
(finite or infinite) may be derived without any recourse to 
analytic method. In other words the analytical method may be 
replaced by the powerful concept of one parameter group of 
continuous transformations, which in turn leads to the concept 
of Lie algebra (or Lie group) related to the special function 
under consideration. 
By means of the said group-theoretic method several novel 
generating functions for a special function under consideration 
can be derived, which could not possibly be derived by analytic 
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method, because a r e l a t i on involving generating function can be 
ver i f ied and the corresponding na tura l extension can be made by 
ana ly t ica l method, whereas a completely new generat ing function 
can only be discovered by group-theoret ic method. 
In the present work we are chief ly in te res ted in the sys te -
matic der ivat ion of generating function of some specia l function 
by Weisner's group-theoret ic method. Weisner's group- theoret ic 
method consis ts in constructing a p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equation 
from the ordinary d i f f e ren t i a l equation s a t i s f i ed by a p a r t i c u l a r 
s e t of special functions by giving a su i tab le i n t e rp re t a t i on to 
the index of the function and then in finding a n o n - t r i v i a l 
continuous group of t ransformations, which is admitted by the 
p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equations. Thus in a p a r t i c u l a r set of 
special functions if we can find two genera tors , say R and L, 
of two one-parameter groups of continuous transformations (R ra i ses 
and L lowers the index of the function by unity) by means of 
sui table d i f fe ren t i a l -d i f fe rence r e l a t i o n s , then we can generate 
two f i n i t e operators exp(aR) and exp(pL) from the two in f in i t e s im aX 
operators R and L. These operators R and L are considered 
as generators of Lie algebra where mul t ip l ica t ion of such operators 
is defined by 
[ R , L ] = RL - LR, 
known as Lie product or commutator. If R and L commute i . e . 
[ R , L ] = 0, we have the simple composition law 
exp(aR+pL) = exp( aR) .exp(pL) . 
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On the o the r hand, if [ R , L ] ^ 0 , then the l e f t member of 
composition law d i f f e r s from the r i g h t member and depends upon the 
success ive commutators of R and L. The s e t of such o p e r a t o r s 
which i s c losed (or s t a b l e ) under c o n s i d e r a t i o n , c o n s t i t u t e the 
Lie algebra generated by R and L . Any element "^of the 
a lgeb ra g e n e r a t e s a f i n i t e o p e r a t o r e x p ( a ^ ) , the p roduc t s of 
these i n f i n i t e s i m a l operators generate the Lie g r o u p corresponding 
to t h i s Lie algebra. 
4 . 1 Weisner's Method 
A l inear o rd ina ry d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion c o n t a i n i n g a 
parameter n may be w r i t t e n in the form 
( 4 . 1 . 1 ) L ( x , d / ( d x ) , n ) v = 0 . 
Substituting A = y^/(dy) for n, supposing the left member a 
polynomial in n, we construct the partial differential operator 
L = L(x,d/(dx), A) on functions of two independent variables. 
This operator is independent of n and is commutative with A. 
A solution of the simultaneous equations Lu = 0 , Au = nu, where 
n is a constant, has the form u = v (x)y , where v = v (x) is 
a solution of (4.1.1) , c onversely, if v - v^(x) is a solution 
of (4.1.1), then u = v^(x)y" is a solution of the equations 
Lu = 0, Au = nu. 
Now suppose that, independently of the preceding considera-
tions, we have obtained an explicit solution u = g(x,y) of 
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Lu = 0, and that from the properties of this function we know 
that it has an expansion in powers of y of the form 
(4.1.2) g(x,y) = Z g^(x)y" , 
n 
where n is not necessarily an integer. If termwise operation 
with L on this series is permissible, then L annuls each 
term of the series, and v = g (x) is a solution of (4.1.1). 
Thus g(x,y) is a generating function for certain solutions of 
(4.1.1). The main problem is to find g(x,y); its expansion is 
a detail of calculation. 
It is difficult, in general, to find an explicit solution 
of Lu = 0, other than an artificial superposition of the functions 
V (x)y , for which the generating function reduces to a tautology. 
However, if the equation admits a group of transformations besides 
x' = x,y' = ty( t 7^  O), it is possible, in many cases, to find a 
solution which leads to a significant generating function of the 
form (4.1.2). In this Chapter it will be shown in detail how 
generating functions for the hypergeometric functions F(-n,p;Y»x) 
may be obtained by this method. The Kummer functions ,F,(-n;Y»x) 
and iFi(ci» n+1, x) , the Bessel functions ^^ ^^ ^^  ^"^ ^^^ Hermite 
functions H (x) admit similar treatment. The point to be 
emphasized is that the generating functions so obtained owe their 
existence to the fact that the partial differential equation 
derived from the ordinary differential equation in the manner 
described above is invariant with respect to a nontrivial continuous 
group of transformations. 
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4.2 The Hvperqeometrlc Functions F(-n,B;Y;x) 
Suppose that y is not an integer; then the hypergeometric 
equation 
(4.2.1) x(l-x) ^  + /Y-(a+p+l)xj>^ - apv = 0 
has the linearly independent solutions v, = F(a,3;Y;x), and 
1—Y 
V2 = X ' F(a-Y+l»p-Y+l»2-Y;x). A solution which is regular at 
X = 0 is a constant multiple of v.. Substituting -yd/(dy) 
for a, so that -a plays the role of the parameter n of 
.section 4.1, we construct the operator 
Setting 
(4.2.2) A = y|^ , B =y-'(x|-^- y |^) , 
C = y Jx( l -x) "53^  + y - ^ + Y-P XI , 
i t may be verified that 
xL = CB + A^ + ( Y - 1 ) A, 
(4.2.3) [A,B] = -B, [A,C] = C, [C,B] = 2A+Y, 
where [A,B] = AB - BA. 
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It follows from these relations, and may be verified by direct 
calculations, that xL is commutative with A,B and C and 
hence with R = r,A + r^ B + r^ C + r., where the r's are 
arbitrary constants. 
The commutator relations (4.2,3) show that the operators 
1,A,B,C generate a Lie group [~^. The elements of this group 
may be represented in the form e , but are more conveniently 
a A 
expressed as products of a finite number of the operators e , 
bB cC d 
e , e , e , where a,b,c,d are constants. The operator 1 
generates the multiplicative group of complex numbers, while A 
generates the group x' = x, y' = ty (t ^ O). We shall use two 
trivial groups for purposes of normalization. We find that 
(4.2.4) e^^e^^f(x,y) = (1-cy) ^/l+c(x-l)yy fi^,r)), 
€ xy _ (1+bc) v-b 
y ~n+c(x-l)yl/ll+bc) y-bl ' ^ " 1-cy 
where f(x,y) is an arbitrary function. Since xL is commutative. 
with B and C, it follows that if f(x,y) is annulled by L, 
so is the right member of (4.2.4). 
4,3 Con.luqates Sets of Generators of the First Order 
The main problem with which we shall be concerned is that 
of solving the simultaneous partial differential equations Lu = 0, 
Ru = 0, where R = r^ A + r2B + r^C + r^, for all choices of the 
ratios of the coefficients except r, = r2 = r_ = 0. A great deal 
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of laboLflris saved by the fo l lowing o b s e r v a t i o n ! I f S i s an 
element of the group ] of s e c t i o n 4 . 2 , then SRS has the 
same form as R; and if u i s annu l l ed by L and R, then Su 
i s annul led by L and SRS . I t i s t h e r e f o r e s u f f i c i e n t for our 
purpose to f ind the func t ions annu l led by L and one o p e r a t o r 
from each of the conjugate c l a s s e s i n t o which the o p e r a t o r s R 
f a l l with r e s p e c t to \ ' ; and to apply | ^ to t he se f u n c t i o n s . 
For any two l i n e a r o p e r a t o r s X and Y with a common 
domain of operands , we have the formal expansion 
•hX - - b e oo k 
e Ye = Z -fy [ X , Y ] . , 
k=0 "^  i ^ 
where 
[X ,Y] = Y, [X,Y] j^ = XY-YX, and [X,Y] = [ X , [ X , Y ] ^ _ ^ ] 
k 
(k = 2,3 ) . 
Hence, u t i l i z . i n g ( 4 , 2 , 3 ) , we have 
aA -aA - a aA -aA a 
( 4 , 3 . 1 ) e Be = e B, e Ce = e C , 
bB -bB bB -bB ^ 
( 4 . 3 . 2 ) e A e = ^ + b B , e C e = -2bA-b B+c-by^ 
cC -cC cC -cC ^ 
( 4 . 3 . 3 ) e A e = A-cC, e Be = 2cA+B-c C+cy. 
Desp i t e the use of i n f i n i t e s e r i e s in t h e d e r i v a t i o n of these 
o p e r a t o r i d e n t i t i e s , no q u e s t i o n s of convergence a r i s e in t h e i r 
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application to an operand. An arbitrary function f(x,y), whose 
partial derivatives of the first order exist, is converted by the 
left member of each of these identities into a function expressed 
in closed form with the aid of (4,2,4), while the right member 
involves only a finite number of terms. 
From the preceding identities we have 
cC bB cC bB •"•'" 
(4.3.4) (e e ) A (e e ) = (l+2bc)A+bB-c(l+bc)C+bcY. 
It follows that R is a conjugate of y^ A + a, for suitable choices 
of the constants /{ and a, except when r, + Avr^T = 0. In that 
case it may inferred from (4.3.3) and 
B -C B -C -1 
(4.3.5) (e e ) B (e e ) = -C 
that R i s a conjugate of y^ B + a. Since only the r a t i o s of the 
c o e f f i c i e n t s of R are e s s e n t i a l , we shal l choose y{= I, 
4 . 4 Generating Functions 
The general so lut ion of the simultaneous p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t ! r i l 
equations Lu = 0 , (A+a)u = 0 , i s a l inear combina t ion , with constant 
c o e f f i c i e n t s , of 
UjL = y~°^  F ( a , p ; Y ; x ) , u^ ^ = y"°^  x"^ "^  F(a-Y+1 , P - Y + 1 ; 2 - Y ; X ) . 
It follows from (4.3.4) that the general solution of the equations 
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Lu = 0 , <^(l+2bc)A+bB-c(l+bc)C+a+bcY i* u = 0 
i s a l i n e a r combinat ion , with c o n s t a n t c o e f f i c i e n t s , of 
Gj^(x,y) = (1-cy) | ( l + b c ) y - b l j l + c ( x-1) y I . F ( a , p ; y ;^ ' 
1-Y a+p-Y f 1 r ^ 
Go(x,y) = (xy) (1-cy) <^(i+bc)y-b^ J l + c ( x - l ) y 
Y-oc+1 oY-p+^ 
. f' > 
. F ( a - Y + l , P - Y + l ; 2 - Y ; ^ ) , 
where ^ i s given by ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) . I t i s s u f f i c i e n t to cons ide r only 
G,, as the expansion of G^ in powers of y may be obta ined frorr 
t h a t of G, by simple s u b s t i t u t i o n s . 
If b = 0 , we normalize by choosing C = 1, so t h a t 
- a a+p-Y f . 7 ' ^ y 
G^ = y (1-y) <[l+(x-l)yj> F ( a , p ; Y ; i^( ^_ j ) y ) . 
oo 
This func t ion has an expansion of the form Z g (x)y'^~'^. As 
n=0 " 
noted in s e c t i o n 4 . 1 , g (x) must be a s o l u t i o n of ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) with 
a r ep laced by a -n . Since 9ri^^^ ^^ r e g u l a r a t t h e o r i g i n i t 
must be a c o n s t a n t mu l t i p l e of F ( a - n , P ; Y ; x ) . The c o n s t a n t i s 
de termined by s e t t i n g x = 0 . Thus 
( 4 . 4 . 1 ) (1-y) j l + ( x - l ) y L F (a ,P ;Y ; TTT^^TJ^^ 
oo Y-ct+n-l n 
= E ( ) F ( a - n , p ; Y ; x ) y , 
n=0 n 
-1 
where x ^ 1, |yl < min (1, |l-x| ). The region of convergence 
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i s determined by examining the s i n g u l a r i t i e s of the l e f t member. 
S i m i l a r l y , i f b = 1 and c = 0 , we o b t a i n 
- a oo a+n-1 n 
( 4 . 4 . 2 ) (1-y) F ( a , p ; Y ; f l ^ ) = S ( ^ ) F ( - n , p ; Y ; x ) y , 
n=0 
- 1 
lyl < min ( l , | l - x | ) , ( S e e [ 3 0 ] , p . l 2 o ; 
- 1 
If be ^ 0 , we s e t b = -w , c = 1, and ob t a in 
( 4 . 4 . 3 ) (1-y) | l + (a>-l)y | | l + ( x - l ) y | ' F(a ,P;Y,-5:) 
~ Y+r^-l n 
= E ( ) F(-n,a;Y»w) F ( - n , p ; Y ; x ) y , 
n=0 n 
? p + ( u > - l ) v j ^ l + ( x - l ) y j ' ^ ^ <jl+(a>-l)yj|l + ( x - l ) y y ' 
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
| y | < min ( 1 , | l - x | , | l-a) | , | l - x | | l-wj ) . 
The r e q u i r e d c o e f f i c i e n t in the r i g h t member i s r e a d i l y ob ta ined 
s ince the l e f t member i s u n a l t e r e d by the pe rmuta t ion ( a p ) ( w x ) . 
The s p e c i a l case w = 0 i s due to FELDHEIM ( [ 3 0 ] , p . 1 2 0 ) . 
In accordance with the a n a l y s i s of s e c t i o n 4 . 3 , we next 
examine the s imul taneous e q u a t i o n s Lu = 0 , Bu = - u . The gene ra l 
s o l u t i o n of t h e l a t t e r i s u = e f (xy) and i s annul led by L 
if f(X) s a t i s f i e s the o r d i n a r y d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion 
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Comparing with Kummer's equa t ion 
x ^ + (Y-x) f^- av = 0 , 
dx 
I t fo l lows t h a t u i s a l i n e a r combina t ion , wi th c o n s t a n t 
coe f f i c i en t s^of 
y y i-Y 
( 4 . 4 . 4 ) Uj^  = e F ( P ; Y ; - x y ) , U2 = e (-xy) F(p-Y+l;2-Y;-xy) 
where the customary i n d i c e s in Kummer's f unc t ion have been o m i t t e d . 
The f i r s t of these func t ions i s r e g u l a r a t x = 0 , and we ob t a in 
y " 1 " 
( 4 . 4 . 5 ) e F(p ;Y;-xy) = S —-y F ( - n , p ; Y ; x ) y 
n=0 "j 
(See [ 42 ] , p . 6 4 ) . 
Substituting -wy for y in the first of the functions 
(4.4.4), we obtain e"'^ ^ F(p;Y»wxy) which is annulled by L and 
P-w. Operating on this function with e , as suggested by (4.3.3) 
with C = 1, we obtain the left member of 
(4.4.6) (1-y)^'' {I.(X-1)Y}'^ exp{^].F(p;y; ^.y)"!^!,; ,.,)y^ 
(Y-1) n 
= E L„ (u)) F(-n,piY;x)y , 
n=0 ^ 
-1 |yl < min (l,(l-x) ). 
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The r e q u i r e d c o e f f i c i e n t in the r i g h t member i s ob ta ined by 
s e t t i n g x = 0 and comparing with a known g e n e r a t i n g func t ion 
fo r the Laguerre polynomials (See [ 7 9 ] • p . 9 7 ) . 
By ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) and ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) 
B -C 
e e | e F ( p ; Y ; - x y ) j = exp j l - y | y (1-x) F ( p ; y ; y(ll^) 
i s the only l i n e a r l y independent s o l u t i o n of Lu = 0 , Cu = u 
t h a t i s r e g u l a r a t x = 0 . Its? expans ion , when s i m p l i f i e d , 
r e ads 
( 4 . 4 . 7 ) e (1-x) F ( P ; Y ; - g ^ ) = 2 - ^ F (Y+n,p; y; x)y , ( x ;^  
n=0 
We have now obtained, in normalized form, a solution of the 
simultaneous equations Lu = 0, (r,A + r^ B + r C + r.)u = 0 for 
each admissible choice of the r's, and its expansion in powers 
of y. Most of the solutions are e xpansible in other regions of 
the y-plane than those noted; hence other generating functions 
may be obtained. For example, left member of (4.4,2) may De 
written 
y (1-y^) F(a,p-,^ ; — - n ; ) ' 
1-y ^ 
except for a numerical factor. This function has an Gxpansion 
valid for [yj > 1. The result, when simplified by cancellina 
-a -1 
y and replacing y by y , reads 
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- a Y °° ot+n-1 n 
(1-y) F ( a , p ; Y ; VZ ) = '^ ^ ry ^ F ( a + n , p ; y, x) y , 
| y | < min ( l , l l - x | ) . 
4#5 Application to Ul traspher lca l Polynomials 
Spec ia l ca ses of some of the preceding fo rmulas^ invo lv ing 
u l t r a s p h e r l c a l po lynomia l s , may be ob ta ined by means of the 
representat ion 
{A) 2A +n-l -niO 219 
P^ (Cos 0) = ( ^ ) e F ( -n , ; ^ ;2y? ; l - e ) , 
which may be established by comparing the differential equations 
satisfied by the two members of this equation. Thus we obtain 
from 
(4-4-3 J 
A-2yCos(9.cJ)+y 1 F(^ ,^ ;2^ ; -4ySinQSin0 . 
L J l-2yCos(0-(Z!)+y 
2^ +n-l W ) (^ ) n 
n=0 " 
i(+(Z5+9) 
|yl < le -- 1. 
OSSICINI [ ^ "7 ] expresses the left member in terms of Leqendre 
functions of the second kind, while WATSON [ 88 ] expresses the 
result, for/i= -x , in terms of elliptic integrals. 
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